State Sacrificial Rites
and Ritual Music
in Early Choson
By ROBERT C. PROVINE
Introduction
One of the most striking and distinctive types of music to be heard in
Korea today is the stately and venerable ritual music called aak. 1 It is performed at the semi-annual Sacrifice to Confucius (Sðkchðn) carried out at
the Munmyo ( “ Civil Shrine") in the grounds of Songgyun ’gwan University in
Seou I,2 and occasionally in concerts and recordings of the Korean Traditional
Performing Arts Center (Kungnip kugagwon).3
This slender modern survival of an ear1 ier substantial body of ritual practice is extremely fortunate , but it is also a potentially misleading basis on
which to generalize about the historical use of music in state rites: the Sacrifice to Confucius was itself rather an exceptional case amongst the state
sacrificial rites which used aak during the Choson dynasty (1392-1910) , and
the modern performance , while remaining true to historical practices in many
ways , also deviates significantly from the historical norm . The purpose of
this essay is to describe the state sacrificial rites of ear1 y Choson in general
and to explain the blueprint by which ritual music was employed in them .
In my recent book Essays 0π Sino - Korean Musicology: Early Sources for
Koreaη Ritual M'μ sic (1988) , 1 have already discussed the historical sources
used in this investigation and transcribed the music to be found in them.
In the Introduction to the book 1 included only a very brief discussion of
sacrificial rites , together with two charts: one simply lists the ea r1 y Choson
state sacrificial rites , and the other presents an outline of the scheme by
which music was fit into the ritual programmes.4 In the present essay, 1 give
1

The word aak is used here in its strict historical meaning of a particular ritual music genre
of Chinese extraction , rather thall ill the vaguc modern meaning of Korean court rnusic in
general. For a clarification of the term and aak ’5 relationship to Chinese music , see Provine
1987.

On this ceremony‘ see Provine 1975 , an article now rather out of date owing to recent musical
changes.
3 See , for example ‘ Kungnip kugagwõn 1983. The English name of the Center was formerly
National Classical Music Institute.
4 Provine 1988:14- 20.
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the details of all the information in those two charts.
The Nature of Sacrificial Rites
In the Confucian tradition , a sacrificial rite is a ceremonial demonstration
of the duty of a proper gentleman to honour the spirits of his ancestors. One
is expected not only to always have inward feelings of respect for ancestors ,
but also to exhibit that respect in formal , timetabled rites. A ruler , such
as the emperor of China or the king of Korea , bears responsibility both
for his own sacrificial rites and for certain other state rites carried out on
behalf of the nation. Such extra rites were for spirits of less personal and
more general concern , such as those of land , grain , heavenly phenomena , and
dynastic founders . Not surprisingly, sacrificial rites at the state level were
considerably more magnificent and imposing than those at lower levels of the
social hierarchy.
Confucianism is not so much a religion as a code of conduct. In this it
differs , for example , from Korean shamanism , since the wise Confucian does
not necessarily believe in the reality or efficacy of the spirits as such. As the
classic Confucian text L ψ (Book of Ri tes) says , “To treat the dead as dead
would show a lack of love and therefore cannot be done; to treat the dead as
living would show a lack of wisdom and likewise cannot be done."5 In other
words , the moral purity and exemplary behaviour of the person carrying out
a formal rite such as a sacrificial rite are what is important , rather than his
belief in the existence of spirits or their ability to induce effects in the world
of the living. One ’s actions must be in keeping with one ’s place in society
and relationship to others , and they must be exemplary; by good example ,
one inspires others to correspondingly fitting behaviou r.
Even if the Confucians did not genuinely believe in the existence and
power of individual spirits , they did recognise the power of fate , generally
termed “ heaven".6 Fate could be positively influenced by exemplary behaviour , and hence exceptional sacrificial rites might be carried out , say, in
face of prolonged drought , less to persuade a particular spirit to intercede on
behalf of humanity than to encourage fate to the same end .
In some cultures a sacrificial rite is one in which something of great value
(e.g. human life) is destroyed in order to gratify the perceived demands of
a malevolent spirit. The Confucian sacrificial rite is quite different: valuable
items are offered , but the “spirits" are treated as benevolent and the occasion
1S co
5

6

ùiji 2.16b. Translation froni Wat son 1962:142. Bibliographic information on 와 primary
sources cited ill this essay is given in Provine 1988.

On the role of heaven in Confucianislll , see Hucker 1961:65- 66.
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for sacrificial rites). In Choson Korea , sacrificial rites were held to honour
members of the royal ancestral line; it is instructive , though , that two monarchs adjudged by history to be villainous , Yonsan ’gun (ruled 1494-1504)
and Kwanghaegun (1608-1623) , were neither awarded posthumous kingly
titles nor enshrined in the Royal Ancestral Shrine (Chongmyo) where their
spirits might receive sacrificial rites.
Most of the types of sacrificial rites to be discussed below were introduced
into Korea from China during the Koryo dynasty (918- 1392) or were Confucian reformulations of kindred practices , such as ancestral worship , already
present in Korea. In Confucian ritual matters , Korea had the status of a
province of China rather than that of an independent nation - the Chinese
emperor was the ritual chief for the entire Chinese cultural sphere , and the
heads of state of surrounding “ vassal" countries were considered to be dukes
of the Chinese court. 7
The 1451 Koryδsa (History of the Koryo Dynasty) contains information
on sac.디 fic디la외1 rites in the Ko
야ryo period ,8 but this book , written by Confucian
officials (Chong Inji and others) during the first half century of the succeeding
Choson dynasty, has been accused of Confucian bias. It is thus uncertain how
accurately it portrays Koryo ceremonies , and the printed descriptions may
well result from the Confu cÍ an writers' emphasis on the “ better" aspects of
Koryo history or their dependence on written sources.
In any case , our purpose here is not to examine the development of
ritual performances from Koryo to Choson , but rather to survey the various
state sacrificial rites as performed (or at least as prescribed) in the time of
the famous King Sejong (ruled 1418-145이 . My list comes primarily from
the 1474 K ukcho orye빠 [Five Rites of the NationJ and Kμkcho orye sorye
[Ill ustrated Rubrics for the Five Rites 01 the Nation ], which purportedly
record the essence of the ritual system developed under Sejong ’s direction.
Numerous passages in the Sejong sillok (Annals of King Sejong) reveal that
there were many detailed refinements of specific ceremonies during his reign ,
but apart from a few representative examples such details are beyond the
scope of this article.
As it happens , the historical developments of ceremonial programmes for
sacrificial rites and of the particular music to be used in them were largely
independent: the basic ritual frameworks were cod

7
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That the Koreans accepted this ritua l. if not political status is evidenced by much of wha t.
foLlows in this essay. For example. the Koreans' reference to the Ming book Hungwu lizhi
[Ritual System of the Hπ'II.gψμ PeriodJ is always to passages concerning ψrovincial" matters.
Chap. 59- 63 and pass피1 . For an analysis ‘ sec Yi Põmjik 1983.
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the Orye uiju [Five RitesV a predecessor of the K ukcho orνeui. These ritual
programmes specified when music was to be performed , but not which music.
The codification of aak in the early years of Sejong ’s reign was essentially a
formulation of suitable music to insert in predetermined ceremonial slots.
Categories of Sacrificial Rites
At the state level , sacrificial rites were divided into three main categories:
Great Rites (taesa) , Medium Rites (chungsa) , and Small Rites (sosa).10 In
Great Ri tes , three types of meat were sacrificed (ox , sheep , and pig) , together
with an offering of rice-cakes in many colours , a large variety of grains , other
foods , and cloth. 11 Of central importance to the formal structure of the
ceremony were three ritual offerings of wine , and music (aak) was performed
during specified sections of the programme.
Medium Ri tes required only two types of meat (sheep and pig) , rice-cakes
in a few colours , and correspondingly lesser quantities of the other offerings.
The formal structure of the ceremony, however , was essentially the same as
for Great Rites , with three offerings of wine and (with a couple of exceptions)
the performance of music. Numerically, Small Rites made up about half the
state sacrificial rites. In these , only one meat (pig) was sacrificed , and there
were no rice -c akes and few other offerings. Offerings of wine were variously
one or three , and music was rarely performed.
Sacrificial rites were performed either on specific dates in the (1 unar)
calendrical year or on days divined (pok) as propitious. Great Ri tes were
carried out several times a year , while Small Ri tes were generally held only
once or twice. Since the rites were “ auspicious" occasions , it was improper to
hold them d uring periods of mourning after the death of Korean or Chinese
royalty.
Many of the rites were derived from Chinese precedents , and thus many of
the spirits honoured were from Chinese tradition. For example , the spirits of
9
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Preserved in S ejong 128- 13 1. 011 the publication history of the 1415/1451 Orye U서ι see
Provine 1988:34- 38. Here and below , the dynastic Annals (sillok) are cited in footnotes
simply by the naJlle of thc king.
This discussion is distilled from the “ Rubrics for the Auspicious Rites" (Killy e "õry e ) in Hδ
Cho ’s 1415 portion of the Ory e úiju (S ejoπ9 128) and from the “ Auspicious Rites" section of
the K ukcho orye s δrye of 1474. Hwang Kyõnghwan 1967:11- 19 gives a brief general discussion
of sacrifìciι1 rites , but is otherwise mostly concerned only with the Royal Ancestral Shrine
ntes.
Charts of the presentation arrangements of the various offerings in a Great Rite are given in
Sejong 128.10b and Kukcho orye s δrye 1. 53a. Precise identification of the fìfteenth-century
foods and grains is difficult; photographs of and information on the offerings in the modern
Sacrifice to Confucius may be found in Palmer 1984:47- 49 and p l. 37- 46.
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Agriculture and Sericulture served in Korea were those of a legendary Chinese
minister and a Chinese queen , famed for their achievements in growing crops
and raising silkworms. Sacrifices for royal ancestors , on the other hand , were
for the Choson royal line and not the Chinese imperial line. The question
of whether Korean sacrificial rites should honour Korean or Chinese spirits
became a matter of contention at the Choson court , as evidenced by many
discussions recorded in the court Annals.
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(βsuch as rain and thunder) were heavenly, terrestrial ones (such as mountains
and streams) were earthly, and those of deceased persons (such as Confucius
and royal ancestors) were human. In antiquity, sacrificial rites for heavenly
spirits were called sa (Chinese si) , those to earthly spirits che (j i) , and those
to human spirits hν ang (xiaπ9 )..12 The same terminology was used consistently in fifteenth-century Korea in the Orνe uiju , K ukcho oryeui , and other
wrítíngs .
King Sejong often expressed his view of the importance of all the sacrificial rites , as in this statement of 1433:13
’

Ceremonies for the Great Rites are rehearsed in a public location , and ceremonies for the Medium Rites are rehearsed at the places of sacrifice. But the
ceremonies for the Smal1 Rites have gone unrehearsed - at the ti ll1 es of the performances , there have been many alterations and errors. This has certainly been
unacceptable. J cO ll1 mand that henceforth even the ceremonies of the Small Rites be
rehearsed , at the places of sacrifice , in order to assure consistency in the cere ll1 onies.
The spirits honoured in these state sacrificial rites were not simply neglected at times other than the prescribed performances. There were also
various lesser observances , generally on an occasional basis and not requiring music. The Koje , for example , was a ceremony at the Royal Ancestral
Shrine (Chongmyo) in which significant events were reported to the spirits of
royal ancestors. Another ceremony held at the Royal Ancestral Shrine was
the Ch ’δnsin， in which the first fruit or grain produced in a year ’s crop was
offered to the royal ancestors; this rite was performed neither on a scheduled or divined date , but simply on the day after the harvest. Spirits could
also be served at locations other than the official shrines and altars - small
ceremonies of wine offerings , Chakh δnje ， for example , were held for royal
12
13

As in

(Rites of the Zhou Dynasty) 22.5a.
(1438/int 8). In citing passages from the chronological parts of A ππ a13 ， 1 give
lunar dates in the form year /month: intercalary months are indicated with the abbreviation
Zhouli

S ejong 6 1. 32b
iπ t.
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ancestors at their tombs and at special pavilions within the royal palaces. 14
Another lesser ceremony frequently mentioned in the Anπ als is the Kiuje
(Rite of Supplication for Rain). Performed during periods of drought in
hopes of bringing rainfall , it was held at vari.ous locations including mountains and rivers near Seoul , the Royal Ancestral Shrine , and other altars and
shrines in the Seoul vicinity.15
The frequency with which performances of a rite are mentioned in the
Annals is not a reliable benchmark of significance. The Annals habitually
report new or extraordinary developments at court , often remaining silent
about regularly recurring events. Thus they include many court discussions
and memorials about rites , but often omit mention of regularly scheduled
performances of the rite~. Extraordinary and lesser rites such as the four
mentioned just above are recorded in the A nnals , while Great Rites are omitted. A better gauge of a rite ’s importance is the space devoted to it in the
1415 Orye i1 iju and 1474 Kukcho orye따. From these it is clear that , as
expected , much more attention was paid to the Great , Medium , and Small
sacrificial rites rather than to the lesser , occasional rites dedicated to the
same spuIt s.
List of Sacrificial Rites
In the following descriptions of individual sacrificial rites , emphasis is
on the Great and Medium sacrificial rites , in most of which ritual music
(aak) was performed. For completeness , there are short descriptions of the
non-musical Small Rites as well. 16 The list is based mainly on the 1474
Kμkcho orye i1 i (chapters 1 and 2) and its accompanying Kμ kcho orye sðrye
(chapter 1). Other sources reveal few diffe떼lces from this list .17 The sources
distinguish carefully between shrines (myo) and altars (tan) , and 1 follow that
distinction here.

14

The Koje , Ch ’δπ 3in， and Chakhðπje are described briefly in Hwang Kyõnghwan 1967:79-81.
15 An example of performances of this rite with a successftù outcome may be found in Sejoπg
28.26a (1425/6) through 29 .4 b (1425/7). The rite is examined at length in Murayama 1938:7616 1.
16 Hwang Kyõnghwan 1967:14- 15 only lists the names of the rites.
17 For example, the 1415 Orye 11η u (Sejoπ9 128.1b- 2a and 129- 131); the 1451 Koryðsa (chap. 5963); the list of shril1 es and altars in the 1454 geographical appendix to the Sejong A πnals
(Sejo π9 148.1a- 3a); the official prescribed list in the 1469 Ky δngguk ta ejδπ (National Code)
3.34ab; and the historical , cumulative list in the Ch11πgbo Munhδ n pigo [Expal1 ded Edition of
the Korean Eπ cyclop edia 01 Docume η ts and In3titutions] , chap. 54-64).
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1. GREAT RITES
1. Sajik : Spirits of Land and Grain

The Spirit of Land (Sa) and Spirit of Grain ( Chik) , both “ earthly" spirits ,
were honoured tqgether at a rite scheduled three times a year. Impetus for
the sacrificial rite comes from the idea that people need land in order to
stand and grain in order to live. The rite is essentially Chinese in origin , but
the Ming Hungwu lizhi [Ritual System of the Hungwu Period] specifies that
a “ province" of China should hc nour its own local land and grain spirits. 18
In addition to the generic Korean spirits of land and grain , the ceremony
served two named Chinese spirits: that of Earth (Houtushi) and that of
Grain (Houjishi).19
The altar of the Spirits of Land and Grain , like the shrine of the other
Great Rite (Royal Ancestral Shrine) normally performed ín the Choson period , was located within the city walls of Seoul. Situated west of the main
palace (Kyδngbok kung) in a compound surrounded by a wall , it consisted
of two square earthen mounds , one for the 뻐
1 ar
띠
I
the grain spirits , together with buildings for storing ritual paraphernalia and
musical instruments between performances. Figure' 1 shows the compound
cas depicted in the Kukcho orye sðrye. 20 Like most of the other altars and
shrines , this double altar was rebuilt at various times during the Choson dyn 잃ty. Though the sacrificial rite is now long discontinued , the last pair of
earthen mounds (designated an Historic Site) are still to be found in a small
public park in downtown Seoul.

2. Chongmyo: Primary Royal Ancestral Shrine , and
Yðngnνδngjðn: Secondary Royal Ancestral Shrine
Ancestors and kings of the Choson dynasty royal line were honoured
at the Primary and Secondary Royal Ancestral Shrines ,21 located east of the
palace and inside the city walls . According to a scheme borrowed from China ,
Korean kings were meant to sacrifice primarily to five prior generations of

•

18 Zhang 1579:7.11ab. An example of Korean reliance on this work in connection with the Sajik
rite is foulld in S ejo π9 72.9b (1436/5).
19 Houtushi was the spirit of Goulung , Minister of Earth under the legendary emperor Zhuanxu
(traditional datc twenty-fifth century B.C.). Similarly, Houjishi was the spirit of the Millister
of Agriculture under emperor Shun (twenty- third century B. C.). Basic classical referellces on
both may be found in Morohashi 1955:1I,425cd and 837bc.
20
Kukcho orye 3õrye 1. 30ab .
21 During the Koryõ dynasty and occasionally during Chosön , the Chongmyo was referred to 잃
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1: Altar of the Spirits of Land and Grain

male lineal ancestors and their wives , all of these being human spirits. 22 The
practice in early Choson was to sacrifice to all preceding Choson rulers and
queens , plus the first four male ancestors of the first king , T ’aejo.23 In keeping
with the Chinese guidelines , t he Primary Shrine held the spirit tablets of the
reigning king ’s father and four preceding generations. The Secondary Shrine
held the tablets of those of T ’aeJo ’s ancestors who were beyond the fivegeneration limit of the Primary Shrine. 24
The Primary Shrine was bui1t initially in

1395 , the

Secondary Shrine in

22 The scheme and its implementation in Korea is complicated and a separate study. Discussion
of the schelllc and its basic terminology may be found in S ejong 11. 21b- 22a (1421/4) and
Chen 1090:67.17b- 18b. A brief statement in t he classics is L ψi (Book of Rites) 14.2ab.
23 For information on T ’ aejo ’ s four ancestors, T ’ aejo himself, and his son T 'aejong , see P. H. Lee
1975 :passim.
24 Later in the 500- year dynasty this scheme was modified as the Secondary Shrine became
overfull . By the nineteenth century, the basic system was that the Primary Shrine included
the tablets of persons who satisfied all of three conditions: 1) were in the direct male lineage
of the reigning king , 2) actually sat on the throne , and 3) were not considered villainous. The
remaining tablets were held by the Secondary Shrine. During the nineteellth century, the
succession of kingg did not follow a simple direct lineage , and the system was circumvented •
under Kings Ch'õlchong (ruled 1849- 1863) and Kojong (1863- 1907) ,

%

Figure 2: Primary Royal Ancestral Shrine
142 1. 25 Figure 2 shows the Primary Shrine as depicted in the Kukcho orye
sðrye of 1474.26 In 1430 , when aak was codified for use in sacrificial rites ,27
the Primary Shrine held five generations of Sejong ’s predecessors , and the
Secondary Shrine only a single pair of tablets (ancestor and wife) , as shown
in Chart 1. 28
By 1474 , the time of the Kukcho orye sδrye ， all four of T ’aeJo ’s enshrined ancestors had been transferred to the Secondary Shrine , as shown in
Chart 2. 29
The regular sacrificial rites at the Primary Shrine occurred five times a
year , and the two scheduled performances at the Secondary Shrine were held
in conjunction with two of the Primary Shrine rites. Both shrines were the
25

T" aejo 8.6a (1395/9) and Sejong 13.23b (1421/10) . Thc dcath of King Chõngjong in 1419
nccessita ted .t he cOllstruction of the Sccond‘1ry Shrine. Both shrincs were rebuilt and modified
a number of t. imcs during the dynasty‘ and the buildings remaining today (designated an
Historic Site ) are an imposing sight. A photographic alld architcctural study of thc extant
buildings is Killl Won 1977.

26

Kukcho ory e sÓTye 1. 34ab.

27

Explaincd in Provine 1988:141- 17 1.

28

T ’ aejo ‘ 5 ancestors are named by their posthumous titles. The list is from Sejong 147.1 a- 2b.

29

Kukcho orye sðry e 1. 34b 3tia.
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Dates:

Secondary:

(T ’aeJo ’s 4th ancestor)

Mokcho

? - 1274

6th generation

dates unk

5th generation

? - 1342

4th generation

Primary :

(T ’aeJo ’s 3rd ancestor)
(T ’ a밍 o ’ s

lkcho

2nd ancestor) T ’akcho

(T ’aeJo ’s father)

Hwanjo

1315- 1361 3rd generation

King T ’ aeJo

1335- 1408 2nd generation

King Chongjong 1357- 1419 uncle
King T ’aeJong

1367- 1422 father

Chart 1: Royal Ancestral Shrines in 1430
site of numerous other lesser rites , such as the reporting of significant events
and offering of first fruit already mentioned . There were special ceremonies
for induction of new spirit tablets or transfer of tablets from Primary to
Secondary Shrines.
The sacrificial rite at the Royal Ancestral Shrines was dedicated to the
human spirits of Choson royal ancestry, but it was Chinese in conception and
ritual programme. Even the music , aak , performed during the ceremony in
the Sejong period was considered to be Chinese. Another set of sacrificial
rites was held for royal ancestors at a separate shrine called Munsojõn ,30
and these ceremonies were more spiritually Korean than those in the Royal
Ancestral Shrines ,31 using ta때 ak (Koreanized music of Chinese origin) and
hyangak (native Korean music) . It was reported by complaining ministers
that the Munsojõn even contained a Buddhist alta r. 32
ln fact , K ing Sejong had reservations about the use of aak in the Royal
Ancestral Shrine , as he expressed for example in 1430:33
30

In fact ‘ there wcrc at tilllCS sevnral such shrilles (e .g. the Kwanghyojð η. Hwidδk c h ð π. IniJOj ö n.
and Wδπmyo) alld mally complex llalllC challges. SOllletimes they were COlllb Îl led illto thc
sillgle shrine callcd Mun.'JOjδn . Sec S ejong G8. lO a (1432/1 이 alld Kuk ch. o ory e sò ry e 1. 35b- 36a
(which h as a drawing) .

31

An official dis cussion of the contrast app cars in S ejong 43.2Gb- 2Gb (1429/3) .

32

As in S ej o Tl. g 2 1.1 8a (1423/9) ‘ G9.13a (1 433 /1) . and 12 1. Gb. lla. and 13a (1448/7).

33

Sej07띠 49.31b- 32a (1430/9이) .
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Secondary:

Mokcho
1kcho
T ’ akcho
Hwanjo

Dates:

?- 1274
(dates unk)
?-1342
1315- 1361

Primary:

King T ’ aeJo

1335- 1408

5th generation

King Chongjong 1357- 1419

4th generation

King T ’ aeJong

1367- 1422

4th generation

King Sejong

1397- 1450

3rd generation

King Munjong

1414- 1452

2nd generation

King Sejo

1417- 1468

2nd generation

King Tanjong

1441- 1457

1st generation

」

C hart 2: Royal Ancestral Shrines in 1474
A a. k is fUlld amentally not Korean music . It is, ill fac t. Chinese music and
what Chinesc people ordillitrily heitr‘ 80 it is a. ppropriate for performance in their
sacrificial rites . Whcn the peoplc of our llatioll are ιlive. they listen to Korean mu sic
(hyanyak). but aftcr thcy die‘ ωk is performcd [in sac r퍼 c ial rites). How 띠11 this
be explaillcd'?

Nevertheless , aak was the music initially codified for use in all the state
sacrificial rites which required music. 1n 1447 , Sejong was personally involved
in the preparation of a new and large body of music for court use , based on
native or lon g Koreanized musical models. Sejong still felt that his ancestors should be honoured with Korean rather than Chinese music , and it is
recorded that he himself composed two long suites with vocal texts extoIl ing
royal ancestors: Pot ’aep ’yðng (in eleven movements) praising civil accomplishments of the ancestors , and Chðngdaeðp (finteen movements) praising
their military achievements .34 Later , Sejong ’s son Sejo (ruled 1455- 1468)
adapted the two suites for use in the Royal Ancestral Shrines in place of the
34

Sejo 1t y l1 G.22a (1447 / 6) and 138. 1a. Notations of the ll1 nsie are preserved ill chapter 138.
때

」
ι

former Chinese aak , and descendants of this version of the suites are still in
the modern repertory.35
During performances of the Primary Royal Ancestral Shrine sacrificial
rite , an separate offering of wine honoured the spirit tablets in two small
additional shrines in the courtyard. One shrine was for various superintendent spirits known as the Seven Sacrifices (Ch 'ilsa); as in the case of the
spirits of Land and Grain (Sajik) , these seven originated in China ,36 but
the spirits honoured in Korea were local. In some sources , the Seven Sacrifices is listed as a Small Rite ,37 but the Kukcho orye sorye lists it only
as an appendage to the Primary Royal Ancestral Shrine rite. 38 The second
small shrine held spirit tablets for deceased Merit Subjects (Kongsin) , ministers who had distinguished themselves in resolving succession disputes or
in ensuring a peaceful royal succession and who had been rewarded with the
honorary title. 39 The ceremony symbolized royal recognition of the famous
ministers' achievements.
At present , a truncated sacrificial rite is regularly performed at the Royal
Ancestral Shrines once a year , on the first Sunday in May by the Western
calendar , though a much fuller , well-researched and specially prepared performance (with music provided by the National Classical Music Institute)
was held in autumn 1988. The only other state sacrificial rite surviving to
the present is the Sacrifice to Confucius (Sokchon) , discussed below.

3.

WOη ’gμ:je:

Sacrifice to Heaven

During the Koryo dynasty and on rare occasions during the Choson period , a Great Rite for Heaven was performed at the Circular Altar (Wondan
or Won ’gμ) ， 40 the circle symbolising Heaven as distinct from the square symbolising earth (as in the square mounds at the Altar of Land and Grain).
Despite the precedent of performances in Koryo ,41 early Choson officials objected to this rite on grounds that only the Son of Heaven (Chinese emperor)
35 The Kukcho oryc .'J õry e of 1474 takes accoullt of Sejo ‘ s musical challges ‘ alld ill this respect
does 1l0t reflect practices of Sejong ‘ s tillle. The Illusic and nütatiün of both the earlier and
later versiolls of the suites are examined in detail ill COlldit 1979 and 1984.
36 They are Ill entioned. for exalllple, ill Lηi (Book of Rites) 14.3b.
37 For example ill thc 1415 Ory e iliJμ‘ Sejong 128.1b and 2b. The actual programme, however,
w‘~S merged with the Iloyal Anccstral Shrine perforlllallce ill the usual way: Sejong 130.6a.
38 K'ukcho orye s δry e ‘ table üf cOlltellts. 1a.
39 011 Ill crit subjccts‘ see Wagller 1974:7 alld passilll.
40
A summary history is given in Chilngbo Muηhδπ pigo 54.1a-5a.
41
The Koryõ ritc is dcscribed ill Ko r-y δ .Ia 59.1b- 27b.
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could properly carry out a Great Ri te for Heaven. 42 The rite was instituted and abolished several times during the reigns of T ’aejo (1392-1398)
and T'aejong (1400- 1418) , being finally abolished in 141 1.
In 1419 , a severe drought convinced ministers of the necessity to try to
influence fate , and they asked a reluctant King Sejong to revive the Sacrifice
to Heaven. Opportunely, though , it then rained for the next three days ,
rendering the rite unnecessary.43 The rite was temporarily reinstated by
King Sejo (1455- 1468).44 The Sacrifice to Heaven is not included in either
the 1415 01‘ν e i1 iju or the 1474 Kukcho orye i1 i.
As a sacrificial rite appropriate for an emperor rather than a king , the
Sacrifice to Heaven was symbolically re-instituted during the short-lived Korean Empire (Taehan cheguk) of 1897 to 1910.45 A new altar was constructed
within the Seoul city walls and to the front of the palace; designated an Historic Site , it may still be seen in a small public park next to the Chosun
Hote l.
11. MEDIUM RITES
Spirits of Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain
Sanch ’δπSpirits of Mountains and Streams
Sδπghwang: Tutelary Spirit

1. P ’uπgunnoeu:

Although Choson lacked a Grèat Rite for heavenly spirits , there was a
Medium one: an altar for spirits of the heavenly phenomena Wind , Clouds ,
Thunder and Rain was located south of the city walls , and sacrificial rites
were held twice a year. Figure 3 shows the altar as depicted in the 1474
Kukcho orye sðrye;46 with the exception of the Sacrifice to Confucius , the
other Medium Ri tes were performed at similar altars.
Sacrifices to the earthly Spirits of Mountains and Streams and the national Tutelary Spirit were appended to the ceremony for Wind , Clouds ,
Thunder and Rain , much as the Seven Sacrifices ( Ch ’ilsa) and Merit Subjects
(Ko πgsin) were attached to the Primary Royal Ancestral Shrine ( Chongmyo )
rite. Some government ministers found it disquieting that both earthly and
heavenly spirits should be honoured at the same altar , and they cited Chinese
sources which indicated that the Spirits of Mountains and Streams should
42 Sample discussions are found in T' aeJo 1. 51b- 52a (1392/ 8) and T ‘ aeJong 22 .4 4b (1411/12).
43 S ejong 4.13a and 14a- 15a (1419/6).
44 For example , there is a notice of a performance in S ejo 11. 1b (1458/1) and a fu Il description
in 32.8b- 12b (1464/1). The music is recorded in 48.3a- 4a.
Chiingbo Munhδ n pigo 54.1b--5a.
46 Kukcho orye sõrye 1. 31ab.

45

‘
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Figure 3: Altar of Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain
be served at a separate Small Rite. 47 In 1426 , the famous music theorist Pak
Yon said: “ In the ancient system for Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain , the
sacrifice for heavenly spirits was not carried out at the same location as one
for [the earthly spirits of] Mountains and Streams. But both rites are now
performed at a single altar , and this cannot be seen as fitting."48 By 1430 ,
though , Pak had found textual justification for the Korean practice: “ Our
nation uses the [Ming] Hungwu lizhi [Ritual System of the Hungwu Period]
provincial rites as authority and performs the sacrifice [to Mountains and
Streams] at the same altar as Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Ra
띠in."
The H1μmguψ1)1
ωl
끼띠
u liz
μ
zhi 하
s ta
따te
않s that the 얘
s pl피
r디it염s 아
0 f Mountains and Streams honoured in this rite should be local to the “ψprovlI띠nce강" , and in Korea , the rite referred broadly to all the mountains and streams of Korea collectively. Choson
also held rites for specific (usually famous) mountains and streams , as noted
in the descriptions of Akhaedok and Myδngsan taech ’δn below.
The Tutelary Spirit (Sðπghwang) was similarly interpreted to mean a
47
48

49

T 'aejong 28.14b (1414/8).
Se태jong 32.11 b-12a (1426이/4씨). Related 피
v lC때
wa are e;,ç pressed in T ’lLeJO'때
，
25.28b-.29a (1413/6)
and Sejong 32.9ab (1426/4).

S ejong 47 .lla (1430/2). cf. Zhang 1579:7.19o -21a.
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local Korean spirit rather than a Chinese one , but the explanations in the
sources are not very precise. Korean villagers serve their local guardian spirits
(5δm때szπ; the words 5ðnang and 5ðnghwang are related) , but the concept
of a national Tutelary Spirit is nebulous. Grappling with this problem in
1430 , Pak Yon confessed to being puzzled as to how 5δnghwaη9 might be
categorized for musical purposes: “ For the Tutelary Spirit , there is no ancient
writing concerning the use of music." 50
2. Akhaedok: Spirits of Mountains , Seas and Streams

In addition to the rite for Korean mountains and streams in general , a
Medium Rite for Mountains , Seas and Streams was performed twice yearly
for a specific set of earthly spirits of four mountains , three seas and seven
streams , all located in or contiguous to Korea. 51 . Although this was a
Medium Rite , music was not performed.52
3.5δnnong :

Spirit of Agriculture

The Spirit of Agriculture was human , being that of Shennongshi , a legendary Chinese emperor (traditional date , twenty-seventh century B.C.) considered to have first taught agriculture. 53 Also honoured at the altar of the
Spirit of Agriculture was the (human) Spirit of Grain , Houtushi , already
mentioned as being served at the altar of the Spirits of Land and Grain
(5ajik).
The altar was located east of the city walls ,54 and performances of the ceremony took place once a year in the spring. In connection with the rite , the
king would personally plough a furrow in the East Royal Field ( To ηgJδkchðn)
located nearby,55 the fields normally being tended by a special team of farmers. There was a corresponding West Royal Field (5φδkch δπ) ， and the two
Royal Fields were used for growing the grains used as offerings in the various
state rites. 56
Se앙Jong 47.12a (1430이/2낀) .
Listed in Kukcho orye so.rye 1. 32a.
Sejong 130.21bj Kukcho oTyeiíi 1. 99a- 102b j Chiíngbo Muπhδπ pigo 6 1. 21b.
Basic classical referellces in Morohashi 1955:I,101l ab.
Remains of the last altar (designated a Local Tangible Cultural Property of Seoul City) may
still be seen in a small public park in YOllgdu- Dollg, TOllgdaemun.-Gu.
55 For this reaSOll ‘ the CerelllOlly is sOllletilllcs referred to as Chδk c hδπ (i.e. Royal Field CeremOlly) . A photograph of the las t king (elllpcror) of Chosoll tilling a furrow is reproduced in
Killl Yongsuk 1987.
56 Sejong 148.2ab.
50

51
52
53
54
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4.5δnjam:

Spirit of Sericulture

Like the Spirit of Agriculture , the Spirit of Sericulture was human: the
person honoured was Xilingshi , principal wife of the legendary Chinese emperor Huangdi (tradition a11y twenty-seventh century B.C.). She was credited
with having first taught sericulture. 57 The altar was located east of the city
walls ,58 and the sacrificial rite was performed once a year.

5. Usa: Spirits of the Elements and of Grain
At yet another altar positioned east of the city walls , sacrificial rites
not on a fixed schedule were held to honour the Chinese spirits of the five
elements and the Spirit of Grain:59
Jumangshi (Wood)
Zhurongshi (Fire)
Houtushi (Earth)
Rushoushi (Metal)
X뻐nmingshi (Water)
Houjishi (Grain)
This sacrificial rite presents problems of interpretation: a11 six of the
spirits are of persons in the period of the legendary Chinese emperors , and
consequently they should be considered human spirits and the sacrifice should
be a hyang. However , the name Usa literally means “r aÍ n sacrifice"; r aÍ n is
a heavenly phenomenon , and sa is a sacrifice for heavenly spirits.
The fifteenth- century Korean scholars also had difficulty interpreting this
rite , perhaps for the same reasons. Hû Cho , in the 1415 portion of the Orye
iψu， gives a timetable of performances for all the various sacrificial rites ,
specifying for each the classification of the spirits as heavenly, earthly, or
human. In this one case , however , he omits the category.60 In a memorial
of 1430 , Pak Yûn explains that the spirits should be viewed as human , but
observes that the authoritative 1103 Yueshu (Treatise on Music) of Chen
Yang prescribes the musical instruments appropriate for sacrificial rites for
earthly spirits. 61 The official response to Pak ’s memorial was to stipulate
57
58

Basic classical references in Morohashi 1955:I,1006d.
Remains of an altar (designated an Historic Site) are still found ill Söngbuk- Dong , SöngbukKu.

59

60
61

Classical references to the spirits of elemellts are given in Morohashi 1955:11‘ 746b; VIII ,442c;
II , 837c; IX. 849c; and VII , 775d. The spirits of Earth and Grain were also recognized at the
Sacrifice to Spirits of Land and Grain (Sajik) , alld the Spirit of Grain was also honoured at
the Sacrifice to the Spirit of Agriculture (Sðnπoπg) mentioned above.
S ejong 128.2a.
S ejong 47.11b (1430/2). For a complete translation of the memorial , see Provine 1977:329-
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“ hurnan" rnusic for this rite ,62 and both the 1474 Kukcho orye sorye and
1493 Akhak kweb δm (Guide to the Study of Music) certify that this practice
was prescribed. 63
6. Sokchon: Sacrifice to Confucius
On the grounds of the N ational Confucian Acaderny (Sδ때gyμπ ’'gwan)
in Seoul was a cornpound of shrine buildings , called Munmyo (Civil Shrine)
or Munsδnwang myo (Shrine of Confucius) , where a serni-annual Sacrifice
to Confucius was held. This rite was dedicated to hurnan spirits and was
therefore a hyang , and it had the special title Sokchoπ. It is current practice
to refer to the rite sirnply as the “ Sacrifice to Confucius" , since the prirnary
spirit served is that of Confucius (Kongfuzi) , but in fact in the fifteenth
century over a hundred other spirits of canonized Chinese and Korean sages
were also honoured.
In addition to Confucius , particular respect was paid to four prirnary
disciples: Yan Hui , Zengzi , Zisi , and Mencius (Mengzi). In the first half
of the fifteenth century, 118 other spirits were secondarily honoured: ten
ancient philosophers roughly conternporary with Confucius , 1051ater Chinese
Confucian sages up to the Song dynasty (including Zhu Xi and five other
neo-Confucianists who were highly respected in Korea) , and three Korean
sages of the seventh to thirteenth centuries. 64 The rnain shrine building
( TaesδηgJ δn) housed the tablets of Confucius , the four disciples and the ten
ancient philosophers. Two long buildings along the east and west sides of
the courtyard in front of the rnain shrine building held the rernaining tablets:
the East Gallery (Tongmu) had fifty- three Tablets of Chinese sages , while
the West Gallery (Sδmu) had fifty-two Chinese and the three Korean sages.
Figure 4 shows the shrine cornpound as it appears in the 1474 Kμkcho orye
sorye. 65
By the end of Choson an additional fifteen spirits of Korean sages were
honoured in the cerernony.66 The Sacrifice to Confucius is still perforrned
today in a sirnplified and abbreviated forrn , honouring only thirty- nine spirits

62
63
64

65

66

335. The matter of varying instrumentation according to spirit classification is described latcr
in this essay.
‘S ejo1찌 47τ.12a (1430이/2) ..
K ukcho orye .， δry e 1. 8ab alld Akhak kw e b δm 2.17b.
Lists of the persolls hOlloured arc giVCll in Sejong 128.3a-4a alld Kukcho orye .， δ ry e 1. 38b-40a.
More illformation , ill cJ uding datc and reason of canonisation for each person , plus additions
up to 1610 , is given in Chong Kìíkhu 1799:1a- 10b.
K ukcho orye .， δry e 1.38b-40a.
A complete list , with descriptions of the ritc as pcrformed during~he early twentieth century
are in Murayama 1938:1- 25.
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Figure 4: Shrine of Confucius
(Confucius , four disciples , ten ancient philosophers , six ne o- Confucianists ,
and eighteen Korean sages). 67

7. Yðktae sijo : Dynastic Founders
The legendary and historical founders of dynasties in the Korean peninsula were remembered at sacrificial rites held twice a year in shrines located
at several sites around the country.68 Since the ceremonies were similar and
performed on the same days , the several rites were collectively called Sacrifice
to Dynastic Founders. No music was performed at these scattered rites.69

67

A descriptioll of the lllodcrn cerelllony and its music is given in Provine 1975. Photographs and
generalnon- musical infonnation IlI ay be found in Palmer 1984. Thc buildings and cOlllpound
have been designatcd an Historic Sitc.

68

The persons are listcd in K 'U k c h. o ory e 3δry e 1. 36b-.37a.

69

Sejong 128.24a- 27b and K 'U k cho orye파 2.74a- 77b.
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II I. SMALL RITES
1. Myδngsan taech ’ðn: Famous Mountains and Great Streams

Performed twice annually, the Sacrifice to Famous Mountains and Great
Streams honoured the earthly spirits of eleven mountains and eight streams
in the Korean peninsula. 70
2.

Yðngsδng :

Star of Grain Cultivation

A sacrificial rite for the heavenly spirit of Yðngsðng , the star said to
watch over grain cultivation ,71 was performed once a year. Closely related
to the Spirit of Grain (Houjishi) , this spirit was Chinese in origin . Figure 5
shows the altar as depicted in the Kukcho orye sðrye. 72 This type of altar ,
much simpler than the altars and shrines in Figures 1 through 4 , was used
for nearly all of the Small Rites.
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Figure 5: Altar of the Star of Grain Cultivation
70

Listed in S ejong 128.1b and Kukcho orye .~δ.，ye 1. 36b- 37a.

71

Basic referellces in Morohashi 1955:XII ,92 and III ,504c.

72

Kukcho orye 3ðrye 1. 32b.
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3. Noinsong: Star of Longevity

An annual sacrificial rite was held for the heavenly spirit of Noiπsong， a
star said to be entrusted with control over life expectancy.73 This rite , like
a few others noted below , is not included in the 1415 Orye iiiju , but does
appear in the 1474 works.

4. Majo: Star of Horse Spirits
This and the following three form a group: all are derived from Chirtese
tradition , each had an altar east of the city walls , and each was performed
once a year. The sacrifice to the heavenly spirit of the Star of Horse Spirits
was performed in the spring.74

5.

Sδnmok:

Spirit of the First Horse Domesticator

Performed in the summer , this rite to a human spiri t1 5 honours the man
who first tamed horses for domestic use. 76
6. Masa: Spirit of the First Equestrian

Performed in the autumn , this rite to an earthly spirit honours the first
man to ride a horse. 77 Although the spirit of a man is normally classified
as human , this spirit was considered earthly since it was said to reside in
stables. 78

7. Mabo: Spirit of Horse Injury
Performed in the winter , this sacrifice placates the earthly spirit which
does injury to horses. 79 This and P ’oje (see below) appear to run contr !'try to
the usual rule that sacrificial rites in Korea were not performed for malevolent
spìrìts.

73

Morohashi 1955:IX ,149a

74

Morohashi 1955:XII‘ 469d.

75

76

S ejong 128.2a and 13 1. 27b clearly classify this spirit as human . Kukcho orye sδrye 1. 1b lists
it as heavenly, but this is surely a misprint , since the K ukcho orye 떠. table of contents , 3b ‘
classifies it as human.

Morohashi 1955:I ,1012b.

77

Morohashi 1955 :XII ,466 .

78

Both Sejong 128.2a and K ukcho orye sðrye 1. 2a classify it as earthly. The stable reference
comes from Kukcho orye sórye 1. 33a.

79

Morohashi 1955:XII ,474d .
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8. Maje: Sacrifice to the Spirit of War
Performed twice a year on the day before ceremonial military training
exercises (Kangmu) , the Sacrifice to the Spirit of War 80 honours Chi You , a
militant duke under the legendary Chinese emperor Huangdi .81

9. Yðngje: Supplication for Clear Weather
As the counterpart to Supplication for Rain (Kiuje) , the Supplication for
Clear Weather (Yðngje or Kich ’ðngje) was performed at times of excessive
rainfall and water damage. The rite was not carried out at a special altar ,
but at the four main gates in the walls of Seou l. As the opposite of the
heavenly phenomenon of rain , clear weather was considered a responsibility
of earthly spirits. 82

10. Sahan : Spirit of Water
A rite for the (human) Spirit of Water (Xuan Ming) , who was also served
at the Sacrifice to the Spirits of the Elements and of Grain (Usa) , was performed twice yearly on the occasions of preserving ice in an underground
storage chamber: in the (1 unar) twelfth month (late winter) , when ice was
cut up and put in the storage chamber , and in the second month (spring) ,
when the doors were again opened to the storage house .
11. Tukche : Spirit of Military Banners

Once a year , a sacrificial rite (Tukche or Tokche) was performed for the
spirit said to reside in military banners. 83 The shrine for this spirit was
located inside the city walls. The existence of hymn texts for this ceremony
indicates that hyangak was at least occasionally performed.84

80

81

82
83

84

This rite is not included in the 1415 Orye iiiju , but it had been codifì.ed and perfor l1led by
1424; see S ejong 23.17ab (1424/2) and the cerel1l onial progranuue in 25.27a- 28b (1424/ 9).
The rite, virtually identical to tha t. for thc Spirit of the First Horse DO l1lesticator (Sðnmok) ,
is recorded in Ku,kcho ory eiii 2.81a-84b.
Morohashi 1955:X ,13ab.
Kukcho orye s δry e 1. 33b specifies “ mountains alld rivers" , which are earthly.
Like the rites for the Star of Longevi t. y (Noin s δ ng) and the Spirit of War (Maj e ) , this rite is
not included in the 1415 Orye iiηu. It was cJ assified as Small in 1421 , as recorded in S ejoπg
12.26a (1421 / 7). Thc programme is recorded in Kukcho oryeiii 2.93a- 97a.
S ejong 147.5b-6a and Kukcho orye sðry e 1. 11b.
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12.

y，φe:

Unsettled Spirits

The spirits of persons who died by suicide , epidemic disease , or other
abnormal causes were said to be perpet ually unsettled. They, together with
human spirits of those who died without descendants (who would normally
perform ancestral rites) and certain earthly Tutelary Spirits (Sðnghwang) ,
were served in a sacrificial rite performed three times yearly.85

13. P ’oje: Spirit of Crop Calamity
As a counterpart to the Spirit of Horse Injury (M abo) , the spirit causing
injury to humans through crop destruction was served at the altar of the
Spirit of Horse Injury and was considered earthly. The rite was carried out
when needed , specifically in the event of an attack by destructive insects.
Chart 3 summarizes the above list of sacrificial rites in tabular form.
Those rites in which aak was performed are marked with an asterisk.
Non-Musical Aspects
Although the main intent in this article is to show how music fitted into
the scheme of sacrificial rites , it is necessary to avoid the impression that
music was the most important feature of the ceremonies in which it was
used. Music may have been a significant and perhaps particularly noticeable
aspect of the ceremonies , but it was only one of many. The description of
the various components was the purpose of handsomely illustrated rubric
manuals like the 1474 Kukcho orye sδry e which accompany the collections
of ritual programmes like the K ukcho orye파. The programmes themselves ,
in fact , only map out the succession of ritual events and actions in any
given ceremony; they name , but do not describe , the individual constituents.
Thus , for example , a programme tells precisely when music is to be played ,
but doesn ’t identify what piece of music; it specifies an altar , but d escribing
the size and construction of the altar is left to the rubrics manuals; offerings
of wine and food are basic to the sacrificial rite , but amounts , vessels , and
arrangements are not specified in the ritual programmes.
The official discussions and requests for alteration which we frequently
find in the dynastic Annals are typically concerned with these individual
components , rather than with shortcomings in the basic ritual programmes
themselves. The immense number of such court discussions , from Koryo
through Choson , provide ample material for extended study. Modern scholarship in this area , however , is still in a preliminary stage and ahnost entirely
85 This rite is not iucluded in the 1415 O'ry e 7'i iju , even though it had been the subject of
earlier discussion: T 'ae앙'JOω’mg l.7 b-8a (1401 / 1) and 7.24a (1404/6이). A cere히Ill on띠
l니ial progranullc
is recorded in S ej07끼7때 89.36b- 39a (1440/6).
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Spirit

Type

(Heaven) [not performed]

(Heavenly)

Land and Grain

Earthly

Royal Ancestors

Human

Ch ‘ ilsa

Seven Sacrifices

?

Kongsin

Merit Subjects

Human

Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain

Heavenly

Mountains and Streams

Earthly

Rite
GREAT RITES :
(Wõn ’guje)
*Sajik
*Chongmyo and
Yõngnyõngjõn

MEDIUM RITES:
*P ’ungunnoeu
Sanch ’õn

Sõnghwang Tutelary Spirit

Earthly

Mountains , Seas and Streams

Earthly

*Sõnnong

Agriculture

Human

*Sönjam

Sericu 1t ure

Human

*Usa

Elements and Grain

Human

*Sökchón

Confucius

Human

Dynastic Founders

Human

Akhaedok

Yõktae sijo
SMALL RITES:

Myöngsan taech ’ön Famous Mountains and Great Streams Earthly
Yöngsöng

Star of Grain Cultivation

Heavenly

Noinsöng

Star of Longevity

Heavenly

Majo

Star of Horse Spirits

Heavenly

Sönmok

First Horse Domesticator

Human

Masa

First Equestrian

Earthly

Mabo

Horse Injury

Earthly

Maj

War

Human?

Yöngje

Supplication for Clear Weather

Earthly

Sahan

Water

Human

τ'u kche

Military Banners

Yöje

U nsettled Spirits

Mixture

P ’oje

Crop Calamity

Earthly

?

Chart 3: State Sacrificial Rites in Early Chos o n

in the Korean language ,86 and 1 shall mention briefly only a few examples of
the non-musical aspects of sacrificial rites.
Discussions of the construction , location and use of shrines and altars
were frequent in the early fifteenth century. There were disputes , for example , about whether the sacrifices for the heavenly spirits of Wind , Clouds ,
Thunder , and Rain (P ’U때unnoeu) should be combined at a single altar with
sacrifices to the earthly spirits of Mountains and Streams (Saπ ch ’δn) ， or
whether there should be separate altars. The physical shape and size of altars (such as that in Figure 5) were often argued , with proponents of each
viewpoint citing a different Chinese textual authority.87 Even the subject of
local altar construction in the provinces received a good deal of ministerial
attention in the capita1. 88
Vessels , tables and other ritual implements used in carrying out rites
were manufactured only after meticulous study.89 Whenever possible , the
responsible ministers referred to illustrated Chinese sources for authority.
For example , Figure 6 , from the 1415 Orye uiju , shows three jars and a ladle:
for each item there is descriptive information cited from Chinese sources. 90
In this case , the quoted sources (all of which contain drawings) are Zhu
Xi ’s Shaoxi zho 따ian shidian yitu [Ill ustrated Descriptions of the Provincial
Sacrifices to Confucius in the Shaoxi Period] of 1194 , the anonymous Zhouli
jingtu [Ill ustrations Related to the Rites 01 the Zhoμ Dynasty] of ca. 1110 ,
and Chen 징 angdao's Lishu (Treatise on Rites) of 1090. 91
A particularly visible aspect of sacrificial rites was the ritual garments.
Each participant wore robes and ornaments appropriate to his rank and
role. Figure 7 , again from the Orye uψu ， shows the king ’s emblem of office ,
headdress , and outer robe (front and rear views) for sacrificial rite use. 92
The material , colours and decoration of such ritual garments were often the
subject of discussion at court.
Other aspects of the sacrificial rites included spirit tablets (wood or stone
86 Two exceptional studies of specific rites , however , have already been mentioned several times:
Hwang Kyõnghwan 1967 on the Royal Ancestral Shrine and Murayama 1938 on the Sacrifice
to Confucius.
87 An extended discussion of altar construction , with a comparison of Chinese sources and historical precedents , is recorded in S ejong 57.25b- 27b (1432/9) .
88 For example , 8ejong 50.29a (1430/12) and 76.24a- 27a (1437/3) .
89 Nam Kisuk 1971 is a comprehensive study of ritu혀 vessels at the Sacrifice to Confucius
(8δkchδn) ， with references to historical sources. Munhwa kongbobu 1976 is a similar study
for the Royal Ancestral Shrine (Chongmyo).
90 8ejong 128.8b.
91 These works are all described in Provine 1988.
92 8ejong 128.29a.
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Figure 6: Ritual Jars and Ladle
slabs engraved with the name of a spirit and used at sacri6cial rites an .an
embodiment of the spirit); selection and preparation of offering meats , grains
and cloth; arrangement of the offered items on tables; incense; process lO ns
to and from the palace; and the choice and purification of participants.
The Basic Ceremonial Programme
In the Great and Medium Rites , the central ritual actions were three
offerings of wine (chakhðn) presented to the honoured spirits so that they
could sample the essence. The importance of these wine offerings is attested
by the space devoted to them in the programmes contained in both the
1415 Orye i1ijμ and the 1474 Kμkcho orye i1 i. Usually presented to each
spirit individually, the wine offerings occupied a large proportion of the time
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Figure 7: King ’s Ri tual Garments
in rites such as those at the Royal Ancestral Shrines which served a large
number of spirits.
Specific “offering officiants" (h δη ’gwan) were designated for each sacrificial rite. 93 ldeally, in Great and Medium rites the king was the First Offering
Officiant (Ch ’ohð때wan) ， the Crown Prince was the Middle Offering Officiant (Ahδn ’'gwan) ， and a high minister with Senior 1 rank (Chδπgil p 'um)
was the Final Offering Officiant. If the king was unable to attend , the crown
price could serve as First Offering Officiant , with high- ranking ministers as
Middle and Final Offering Officiants. If neither king nor crown prince could
attend , a “ proxy rite" (sðpsa i1 i) was performed with high ministers filling all
93

A list of required offering offìciallts and other cclebrallts in all thc sacrificial rites is givcn in
Kukcho orye 30rye 1. 14a- 23a.
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the officiant roles.
The three offerings of wine were preceded in the ceremonial programme
byan Offering of Tribute (Chδ때 ’ye) in which lengths of cloth were presented
to the spirits , and an Offering of Sacrificial Food ( Chinch ’an) in which various
grains , meats and other foodstuffs were presented. Following these five parts
of the ceremony was a section Removing the Vessels (Ch ’이byðndu) in which
the tables were moved back away from the tablets of the spirits being served.
The offering officiants and other celebrants stood in the courtyard of
the shrine building or came down from the altar at the times they were
not actually participating in ceremonial actions . . Before entering a shrine or
ascending the mound at an altar , each offering officiant performed a ritual
purification , Cleansing the Hands (K wanse). Procession into the shrine or
onto the mounds of an altar was called Ascending into the Shrine (Sungjðn) ,
the reverse Descending from the Shrine (Kangjδπ) .
As a frame around the various ritual acts were an opening section , Welcoming the Spirits ( y，δngsin) ， and a closing section , Ushering Out the Spirits (Songsin) , which symbolized the honoured spirits ' arrivaland departure.
Chart 4 summarizes the basic programme of the Great and Medium sacrificial
rites , omitting subsidiary acts of cleansing and procession.

Welcoming the Spirits
Offering of Tribute
Offering of Sacrificial Food
First Wine Offering
Middle Wine Offering
Final Wine Offering
Removing the Vessels
Ushering Out the Spirits
Chart 4: Basic Programme of a Sacrificial Rite

짧

Music and Dance in the Ritual Fr amework
llitual programmes in the 1474 Kukcho oryeui prescribe music only for
the eight basic sections of a sacrificial rite listed in Chart 4. 94 An understanding of the way in which music and dance fit into the ritual framework
requires an investigation of five topics: the application of formal music titles to sections of the programme , the alternation of two contrasting musical
ensembles , the choice of modes and tonal centres , the use of two dance ensembles , and the texts sung in the ritual music.
1. SECTIONAL MUSIC TITLES

Each basic section of a sacrificial rite had attached to it a formal music
title. The title pertained to the section of the ceremony and was not in
itself a precise identification of the piece of music to be played. For example ,
music performed during the Offering of Tribute (Chðnp ’ye) at the Sacrifice to
Confucius (Sðkchðn) was entitled Myδngan chi kok [Music of Bright Peace ],
regardless of what piece of music might be performed .
A number of titles were common to all the sacrificial rites except the
Sacrifice to Confucius (which , as we shall increasingly see , was exceptional in
a number of ways): for the internal sections from Offering of 좌ibute through
Removing the Vessels , the standard titles were as shown in Chart 5.
The music titles for the two outer sections (Welcoming the Spirits and
Ushering out the Spirits) depended on the category of spirit honoured:

Spirit Category Title

Heavenly

Wonan chi kok

[Music of Primary Peace]

Earthly

Sunan chi kok

[Music of Favourable Peace] I

Human

Kyongan chi kok [Music of Luminous Peace] I
Chart 6: Formal Music Titles in Outer Sections

94

Earlier sacrificial rites , such as those recorded in the 1415 Orye iiηU (SeJong 129- 130) and the
Kory δsa (chap. 59- 62) , also stipulated music fo r the cleansing and processional sections. It
seems , therefore ‘ that the amount of music performed at sacrificial rites decreased during the
rule of King Sejong. Further evidence for this view may be found in an early Royal Ancestral
Shrine ceremonial progralU me of 1422 , which , like the earlier O.,..ye iiiJu , prescribes music
for cleansing and processionals (S eJoπ9 24.20a- 27a [1422/6]) , and in a later Royal Anc f! stral
Shrine programme of 1442 ‘ which limits music to the eight basic sections (S eJong 98.14a- 16a
[1442/11]).

%

Section

Title

Offering of Tribute

Sugan chi kok

[Music of Respectful Peace]

l

Offering of Sacrificial Food Ongan chi kok [Music of Harmonious Peace]
First Wine Offering

Suan chi kok

Middle Wine Offering

Suan chi kok

Final Wine Offering

Suan chi kok

Removing the Vessels

Ongan chi kok

[Music of Enduring Peace]

Chart 5: Sectional Music Titles in Internal Sections
There were exceptions to the preceding schemes: the Sacrifice to Confucius had its own unique set of formal titles , and t hree rites (for Sericulture ,
for Elements and Grain , and for Wind , Clouds , Thunder and R려 n) did not
employ music in the Offering of Sacrificial Food section. 95 Chart 7 summarizes the formal titles as found in the seven sacrificial rites which used aak
(the names have been abbreviated by omitting “ chi kok" [“ Music of ... 끼 at
the end of each)
A certain symmetry in labelling is evident from Chart 7: the arrival and
departure of the spirits are given the same title , as are the presentation and
removal of sacrificial foods (except in the case of the Sacrifice to Confucius)
All three wine offerings share the same labe l.
The authorship of the formal music titles is less certain than is their
application. Those for the Sacrifice to Confucius were borrowed from Song
dynasty China ,96 and those for the other rites were apparently devised in
Korea. All the labels were already in use in the 1415 Orνe iiiju , but with no
95

96

As dcmonstrated in the lists of musical sections in Kukcho orye s δrye 1. 6b- 9a and Akhak
kw ebðm [Guide to the Study of Music] 2.16b- 18b.
They may be identified with the Dasheng Institute (Dash engfu ) ti t1 es recordcd in the Songshi
(History of the Song Dynasty) 137.3236- 3238 and th o~c on the “ old" texts in the yiμ an~hi
(History of the Yuan Dynas ty) 69.1738- 1743. 1 have not found either standard history specifically cited in Korea as a lllusical or ritual source untillate in the fifteenth century (e.g. Akhak
kw ebðm 1. 2Gb) , but it is known that both works were in Korea at least by 1417: T 'a ejoπg
34.35a (1417/12). There are two textual problems with the titles. First , the name Sδngaπ
for Middle and Final Offerings is apparen t1y errolleou8 , but perpetuated ill Korea. It is given
as Munan ( “ Civil Peace" ) in Lin Yu ’s 1349 Dashe1‘9 yuepu [Collection of Dash eng Music]
(S ηoπ9 137.27a) , as well as in the Songshi 137.3238 and Yuan shi 69.1742. The title Sðngan ,
however , is already in use in Korea in the 1415 Orye ií낀iu (S ejoπ9 13 1. 18a and 21a) , reappearing later in the K ukcho ory e 짜 2.54a, Kukcho orye sðrye 1. 8b , and Akhak kw e b δm 2.18b.
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Spirit

Category

Heavenly

Earthly

Human

Confucius

Welcoming

Wonan

Sunan

Kyongan

Ungan

the Spirits

[Primary

[Favourable

Peace]

Peace]

Section

[Luminous [Accomplished
Peace]

Peace]

Offering

Sugan

Myongan

of Tribute

[Respectful

[Bright

Peace]

Peace]

Offering of

Ongan

P ’ ungan

Sacrificial Food

[Harmonious

[Abundant

Peace]

Peace]

First Wine

Suan

Songan

Offering

[Enduring

[Perfect

Peace]

Peace]

Suan

Songan

Ongan

Oan

Middle and Final
Wine Offerings
Removing
the Vessels
Ushering Out

Wonan

Sunan

Kyongan

Ungan

the Spirits
Chart 7: Sectional Music Titles
Usillg Munan creates an inconsistency relative to the other sacrificial rites which all use the
same title for all three wine offerings; however , such an inconsistency is already present in the
Sacrifice to COllfucius in the titles for Offering of Sacrificial Food (P 'uπgan) and Removing
the Vessels (Oaπ). The second problem is the titlc Ungan for Ushering Out t. he Spirits: this
reading is confirmed by the Songshi 137.3235-.3239 aud elsewhere, as well as by the Yuanshi
69.1742 and the basic Korean sources Kuk c1• o orye 3 δ rye 1. 9a and Akhak kweb õrn 2.18b. The
appearance of the title Y õngan in place of Ungan in thc Dasheng νu epu (S ejong 137.27b) alld
%

hint of their genesis.97
Whoever devised the Korean music titles clearly modelled them after
Song precedent . Examination of the hymn texts recorded in the Chinese
dynastic histories shows that each dynasty normally had one or a very few
recurrent characters in its music titles for sacrificial rites. Almost without
exception the hundreds of such titles in the Songshi 98 use the character an
( “ peace") as their second syllable. Titles in the Yuanshi ,99 on the other
hand , mostly use cheng (Korean sδng， “complete" ) or ning (Ko
아rean nνδng，
“ψpeace
아fu
바
l

repeating character is he (Korean hψa， “ harmony") . All the Korean titles
in Chart 7 have an (Peace). as their second syllable , so it is clear that Song
provided the model for Korea , not surprising in light of the generally heavy
Korean reliance on Song dynasty written texts on musical matters. 101
II. COURTYARD AND TERRACE ENSEMBLES
In each sacrificial rite utilizing music there were two performing ensembles: a Courtyard Ensemble (h δn ’'ga) and a Terrace Ensemble (tuπgga) . The
Terrace Ensemble was positioned on the elevated stone porch of a shrine
or just below the steps leading to the earthen mound of an altar , and the
Courtyard Ensemble was located ι，'at the entry end of the courtyard of the
shrine or altar. The essential components of the Terrace Ensemble were
singers and string instruments , while the Courtyard Ensemble had sets of
bells (p ’yδnjong) and stone chimes (p ’'yðn ’gyδng) ， combined with wind instruments.
Only one ensemble performed during a given section of a sacrificial rite ,
the ensembles generally alternating sections. Perhaps because the Middle
and Final Wine Offerings were secondary acts (by comparison with the First
Offering conducted personally by the king) , the Courtyard Ensemble performed for both in succession. The basic plan is shown in Chart 8.
As already mentioned , the Sacrifices to Sericulture , to Elements and
Grain , and to Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain did not have music in the
Offering of Sacrificial Food , so the alternation of Terrace and Courtyard was

97
98
99
100
101

1415 Ory e Ùη u (Sej ong 13 1. 18b and 21b) is curiolls. In any case, the set of titles shown in
Chart 7 is stillllsed in the modern ceremony; see Provine 1975:60- 61. Every scholarly article
deserves an over-indulgent footnote: you ’ ve just read the one in this article.
S ejong 129- 131 passim.
Chapters 132- 139.
Chapter 69.
Chapter 62 .
Provine 1988: 101 . 104.
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Section

Ens emble

Welcoming the Spirits

Courtyard

Offering of Tribute

Terrace

Offering of Sacrificial Food

Courtyard

U

First Wine Offering

Terrace

Middle and Final Wine Offerings Courtyard
Removing the Vessels

Terrace

Ushering Out the Spirits

Courtyard

C b. art 8: Programme Sections and Ensembles
less regular in those ceremonies.
It should be noted that while the Offering of Sacrificial Food and Removing the Vessels share the same 'formal music title , they are performed by
different ensembles (and , as explained below , in different tonal centres). The
same is true of the First Wine Offering as compared to the Second and Final
Wine Offerings.
1. Courtyard Ensemble
The name and organisation of the Courtyard Ensemble are taken from
statements in the classic text Zhoulí (Rites of the Zhou Dynasty) and its early
commentaries. The main text says , “ As to the set-up of correct musical ensembles: the ruler has a ‘palace ensemble' (goηgxuaπ， Korean kunghyδn);
the several dukes have a ‘ pavilion ensemble' (xμQ따uan， Kor. hðnhyδn); important local 0퍼cials have a ‘ half ensemble ’ (pa따uan， Kor. p ’anhyδn); and
gentlemen have a ‘special ensemble' (texuan , Kor. t ’ukhyðn)."102 In the Confucian hierarchy, Korea was a ritual “duke" relative to the Chinese ‘'ruler" ,
and hence it was appropriate at the royal level for Korean sacrificial rites to
use a “ pavilion ensemble". The character hyðn (xμ an) in each name means
“ suspend" or “ hang" , and in the Zhouli it may have referred to' the sets
of bells and stone chimes suspended in their frames. This is the interpretation of the above passage given by the Han dynasty commentator Zheng
Xuan. In the Korean term hðn ’'ga , the character hyδη has been replaced by
102 Zhouli 23.5a.

ι
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ka/ ga , meaning a “ frame" , in which , for example , bells or chimes could be
suspended.
Zheng Xuan gives us practical information on the ensembles: “The ‘ palace ensemble' has four sides of [bell and chime] frames; the ‘ pavilion ensemble'
subtracts one side , the ‘ half ensemble' subtracts another side , and the ‘special ensemble' also subtracts another side." 103 Zheng ’s comment was later
interpreted , as in Chen Yang ’s Yueshu (Treatise on Music) of 1103 , as meaning that the arrangements of bells and chimes formed , respectively, the four
sides of a square , three sides , two parallellines , and a single line. 104 The bells
and chimes acted as an outer enclosure , within which various wind instruments were set out in horizontal rows. The Koreans took Chen ’s ensemble
diagrams as a model for their own , decrea.sing the size slightly: Chen ’s detailed diagram of a Courtyard Ensemble for the (Chinese) emperor has nine
rows of twelve instruments each inside the bell and chime boundaries ,t 05 and
in Korea the number of rows remained the same , but each contained only
ten Ìnstruments.
The Courtyard Ensembles in the 1415 Orye i1 iju and 1474 Kukcho orye
sðrye are nearly identical , the only differences being the latter ’ s addition of
two large drums (chinψO이) and three hand-held drums
the Courtyard Ensemble for the sacr디ific디la
떠1 디
rite to Spirits of Land and Grain
(어
Sa
띠
JZ뻐써
서)， 잃
k
as given in the Kukcho orye sδrye .107 The three-sided enclosure by
bells and chimes is clearly shown , as are the nine rows of instruments (flutes ,
mouth organs , pan-pipes , ocarinas , and clay vessels) .108 Two large drums
( chi때 0) are shown at the top of the diagram , and more drums are located
at the top two corners of the square , above the top side of bells and chimes.
There is (inevitably?) a problem with the diagram in Figure 8: in the
1415 and 1474 Korean sources , as well as in Chen Yang ’s 1103 MLeshu,109
there are a number ofindividual , pitched bells and chimes interspersed among
the sets of bells and chimes around the perimeter of the ensemble. While
103
104
105

23.5a
113.7a-8b and 9b- 10a.
Yucshu 113.2b.
106 Sejoπ9 128.23a. Addition of the chin'go was approved after Pak Yõn proposcd it in a memorial:
S ejong 47.12b- 13a. Descriptions and illustrations of the hand-held drums do appear in the
1415 work (S ejong 128.18b- 19a) , suggesting that their absence from the ensemble diagrams
there is merely an error of compilation or copying. The use of hand- held drums is described
below.
107 K ukcho orye s δrye 1. 91a.
108 DeBcription of all the instruments is bcyond the Bcope of thiB article. All arc included in Sadic
1985 , though the bcst source of detailed information is Akhak kw e b δm chapter 6.
109 Yue31，ω 113.2b and 7ab.
Zhouli

Yueshu

낌

Figure 8: Courtyard Ensemble
both the Korean works provide a text ual description of the ensembles , neither
mentions the individual bells and chimes by the names given in the drawing.
One possible explanation is that they were appropriately tuned versions of the
instruments known as t 값chong (single bell) and t ’i1kkyδng (single chime)
We know that Pak Yon petitioned for the manufacture of individual bells
and chimes in 1430 , but his request was turned downYo It remains doubtful
that such instruments were ever actually used in the Courtyard Ensemble. ll1
At the end of the century, the Akhak kweb δm reproduces the 1474 diagram ,
complete with individual bells and chimes , but a couple of pages later presents
a revised diagram based on contemporary practice , which omits themY2
There were some minor variations in the various Courtyard Ensembles
for sacrificial rites . The Courtyard Ensemble was directionally orientated: as
indicated in Figure 8 , the ensemble for the Spirits of Land and Grain (Sajik)
was located north of the altar and faced toward the south. All the other
47.12ab (1430/2).
Lee Hye-Ku (Yi Hyegn) , basing his argllment on the known numbers of performers used i.n
the ensembles , suggests that there were too few players for the illdividual bells and chimes to
have actually been part of the Courtyard Ensemble; Yi Hyegu 1967:16 1.
Akhak kw e b δm 2.1a aml 3a.

110 Se]ong
111

112

η

」
“

sacrificial rites used the opposite orientation .l13
The drums used in an ensemble were a function of the category of spirit
being honoured. For heavenly spirits , a triple drum in a wooden frame
(noego) and a hand-held triple drum on a stick (noedo) were used. For
earthly spirits a quadruple drum (yðnggo) and hand-d rum (yðngdo) , and
for human spirits a double drum (nogo) and hand-drum (nodo) were prescri bed .114 According to the Orye uijμ and K ukcho orye sðrye , the sacrifice
to the Spirit of Agriculture (a human spirit) was exceptional , substituting an
“ earthen drum" . ( t ’ogo) for the double drum (nogo); in the Akhak kψebðm ，
the more usual double drum was prescribed. 115

Drums

Sacrificial Rite

noego and noedo

Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain (P ’ ungunnoeu)

yonggo and yongdo Land and Grain (Sajik)
Royal Ancestors (Chongmyo)
nogo and nodo

Sericulture (Sðnjam)
Confucius (Sokchon)

t ’ogo and nodo

Agriculture (Sonnong)

Chart 9: Drums in Courtyard Ensembles , Sejong Period
Another inconsistency in instrumentation involved one row of melodic
instruments: in Figure 8 , the third internal row of instruments in the Courtyard Ensemble for the Sacrifice to Spirits of Land and Grain consists of ten
mouth organs called saeng. The other six sacrificial rites , however , had seven
saeng and three smaller mouth organs called hwa. 116
113
114

Kuk cho orye

s δrye

1. 94ab.

The K ukcho orye sδrye does not in cJ ude Royal Ancestors in its diagrams of ensembles , since
it was written after King Sejo had substituted hyangak for aak in that ceremony. In the time
of King Sejong , though , the ensembles at the Royal Ancestral Shrine were uniform with the
other aak ensembles.

,

115

Orye iiiju 128.19b and 24b ‘ K ukcho orye
2.3a.

116

K ukcho orye s δrye 1. 94ab. In the 1415 Orye iiηu ， the ensemble for the Spirits of Wind ,
Clouds , Thunder and Rain has tcn hψ a in the third row (Sejong 128.24b) , but this practice
is not mentioned in the later Kukcho orye s δrye or Akhak kψ e bðm.

s δry e

1. 78a- 79a and 94a-95a and Akhak kwebðm
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Whatever small distinctions might have existed amongst the various individual ensembles , any one Courtyard Ensemble , with eighteen full sets of
bells and chimes plus an even hundred other instruments , could hardly have
failed to provide an imposing spectacle and grandiose sound .

2. Terrace Ensemble
The Zhouli and its commentaries tell us comparatively little about the
Terrace Ensemble , though the name (tungga) does occur and is glossed by
Zheng Xuan simply as “ singers at the shrine" .117 The Terrace Ensemble
depicted in Chen Yang ’s Yu eshu of 1103 consists essentially of forty-eight
singers , twelve seven-string zithers (qin , Korean kum) , twel ve twenty- fi vestring zithers (se , Kor . sul) , a single bell tuned to the fundamental pitch ,
and a single stone chime tuned an octave higherY8 In the fifteenth century,
the Koreans started with Chen ’s ensemble , appropriately reduced in size , and
subsequently they added more inst ruments to it .
Figure 9 show the Terrace Ensemble as given in the 1415 Orye uiju :ll 9
there are twenty-four singers , plus six kiim , six siil, one bell instrument (kajong) , and one chime instrument (kagν ðng). The Orye 때iu explains elsewhere that the kajong is simply a single bell , t ’ukchong , and the kagyðng a
single chime , t ’ukkyðng ,l2O but this interpretation was later felt to be erroneous , as explained in a memorial recorded in the Anπ als for 1430:121
The Board of Rites (Yejo) , based on a petition from the Music School (Akhak) ,
presented a memorial:
“ In aak , the melody of the Terrace Ensemble [singers] follows exactly the 다se
and fall of pitches on the [stringed instruments] kiim and siil. But the sounds of
the kiim are thin , weak and hard to hear. Similarly, the sounds of the siil are
produced simultaneously with the singillg of twenty- four persons: the vo cal sounds
are overpowering , and it has not been possible to distinguish the tones , so that the
result is not properly balanced.
“ We have researched the ancient system: ill ensemble diagrams, the Terrace
Ensemble has one set each of p ’'yonjong and p ’gδn ’'gyðng. The Zμ o zhuan (Commentaries of Zuo) says , ‘ The men of Zheng bribed th e lords of Jin with two full sets of
117

Zhouli 23.7a.
118 Yueshu 113.2a. Actually both the 1782 Siku quaπshu and 1876 collated edition of the Yu e8hu
show only forty- four singers‘ eleven qin and eleven se, but this is surely a printing error. Ma
Duanlin ’ s Wenxian tongkao (Comprehensive Investigation of Documents and Institutions) of

119
120

121

ca. 1319, 140.1235a, quoting Chell Yallg, gives forty~ ight ， twelve and twelve.
Sejong 128.25a.
Sejoπ9 128.20b.
Sejong 47.26a (1430/3). Although Pak Yon is not specifically mentioned in connection with
this memorial , he held posts in 1430 in both the Music School and the Office of Sacrificial
Rites (POπgsaπgsi ) and would have been dosely involved with the training of singers.
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Figure

9: Terrace Ensemble of 1415

song bells (kajong). ’ 122 Chen Yang ’s Yueshu says that the Terrace Ensemble uses
p ’'yðπjong and p ’'yòn ’'gyòng. 12 3 From these sources we see that it was the ancient
system for the Terrace Ensemble to employ the p ’yδπjong and p ’yðn ’gyδng.
“ Moreover , the sounds of the bclls are broad and strong , and those of the
chimes clear and high , so they are easy for the singers to hea r. We request that we
follow the ancient system and include one set each of bells and chimes in the Terrace
Ensembles of the Primary and Secondary Royal Ancestral Shrines (Chongmyo and
Yongnyongjδn) ， as well as a set for the other sacrificial rites. [We propose that) a
casting be made and the system put into practice."
122
123

Zuozhuaπ

15. lO b- lla.

Apparently a reference to Yueshu 112.14a, in which Chen says that in the Tang dynasty this
was the case. But Chen ’ s discussion in chapter 112 alld his diagram of the ensemble clearly
show that he identifies the instruments with a sillg1e tuned bell and a single tuned chime.
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The king approved it .

On the surface of it , the Zuozhuan reference to an instance of ancient
musical bribery seems to serve little purpose. It provides clarinication , however , of the term kajong: a single bell cannot comprise a “ full set" (or be
much of a bribe , either) , so the term kajong must refer to a full set of bells ,
l. e. a p ’yδnjong ， rather than a single one , t ’ukchong.
Beyond the insertion of sets of bells and chimes to help keep the singers
on pitch , further changes to the Terrace Ensembles were in store , though
as yet the precise chronology is not known. 124 A 1432 description of the
Terrace Ensemble for the Altar of the Spirits of Land and Grain (Sajik)
includes two drums ( chðlgo) and the wooden instruments ch ’'μu.t k (called kaη
in the Terrace Ensemble) and ð (kal).125 Eventually a few wind instruments
were also incorporated. Figure 10 shows the Terrace Ensemble for Spirits
of Land and Grain in the 1474 Kμ kcho orye sðrye: 126 two rows of wind
instruments (mouth organs , flutes , pan- pipes , and ocarinas) have been added
at the bottom. The 1493 Akhak kwebðm retains these performing forces , but
slightly re-arranges the seating plan .
In a sacrificial rite at an altar , the Terrace Ensemble was positioned
near the mound , inside a small fence separating this inner area from the
courtyard. At a shrine , it was located on the stone porch of the shrine
building itself. In Figure 10 , the direction south is specified at the top:
at the Sacrifice to Spirits of Land and Grain the Terrace Ensemble , like
the Courtyard Ensemble , faced south . In all the other sacrificial rites , it
faced north. 127 Apart from orientation , however , the Terrace Ensemble was
identical in every sacrificial rite using aak.
‘

111. MODES AND KEYS
The music for each sacrificial rite followed a specific key scheme. That is ,
for each main section of the ceremony, the pitch to be used as tonal centre
(tonic) was prescribed according to a rigorous plan. The scheme of keys , like
the sectional music titles already discussed , was related to the category of
spirit served in the rite , and the procedures for determining the keys for the
internal sections and those for the outer sections of the rite were somewhat
different.
In any individual rite , the internal sections (from Offering of Tribute
124
125

126
127

Provine 1986 is all illitial attempt at sorting it
Sejoπ9 57.7a (1432/7) .
K ukcho orye 3ðrye 1. 92a.
Kukcho orye 3 δry e 1. 95ab.
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Figure 10: Terrace Ensemble of 1474
through Removing the Vessels) alternated between two keys , one used by
the Terrace Ensemble and one by the Courtyard Ensemble: the Terrace
Ensemble used a yin tonal centre (i.e. B , A , G , F , E I1, or DI1) and the
Courtyard Ensemble a yang tonal centre (C , D , E , FÜ , GÜ , or AÜ) , as specified
by the Zhouli ,128 which also outlines the basic scheme of keys for the internal
sections of the rites: 129
The music is divided up and orclercd into sacrifices to earthly spirits , human
spirits , and heavenly spirits:
Play C , sing Dp , and dance Y，π~n1π
m en [Cloud Gate] to :;빠뻐
acα
: n퍼
fic야e to heave히n내 sp
미ln“ts
Play D.‘ sing B.‘ a떠n띠d dallκce X 'i anchi [Great Togetherness] to sacrifice to earthly
splnts
Play E , sing A 、 an d dance Da싸10 [Great Harmony] to sacrifice to the Four
Directions.
Play FÜ , sing G , and dance Daxia [Great Summer] to sacrifice to mountains
and rivcrs.
Play GÜ , i:J ing F. and dance Dalw() [Great CascacleJ to sacrifice to cleceasecl
128

129

Zhouli 23.5b. 1n this articlc 1 am taking the fundamental pitch hwangjong (Chinese huangzhong) to bc C. bùth for Wcstern convcnience alld because that seems to be the pitch it has
had in Korea since the fiftecnth ccntury ; see Provine 1988:147.
Zho'uli 2Via- Ga.
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mothers.
Play AU ‘ sing E l1. and dance

“ Play"

Daw'u

[Great Warrior] to sacrifice to ancestors.

(zo μ，

Korean chu) in the above passage was interpreted by the
Koreans as performance on inst ruments , that is , the Courtyard Ensemble.
Similarly, “ sing" (ge , Kor . ka) was taken to mean performance by the Terrace Ensemble. Further , they assumed that each named pitch in the Zhouli
referred to the tonal centre of a mode rather than simply to an isolated pitch.
Their choice of keys for sacrificial rites is often obvious in light of the Zho μ li
text : C and DÞ were used forthe heavenly spirits of Wind , Clouds , Thunder
and Rain (P ’u째unπ oeμ); D and B for the earthly spirits of Land and Grain
(Sajik); and A~ and E l1 for the spirits of Royal Ancestors (Chongr때 0). Less
obvious is the choice of E and A for the remaining four rites for human spirits. According to the Zhouli , E and A are the keys for the Four Directions ,
and a link with these human spirits is not immediately evident; on the other
hand , there is little clear association with the other five choices either.
There w없 Chinese precedent for the use of E and A. For example , Lin
Y따 Dasheπg y'l.때 u [Collection of Dashe때 Music] of 1349 specifies E and A
for the Sacrifice to Confucius. 130 Pak Yûn , in a memorial of 1426 , noted Lin ’s
consistent use of E and A , and he reasoned as follows: “ Why don ’t we learn
from this? The ancestral shrine of Confucius was located for generations in
the state of Lu . His descendants perpetuated the rite , and it was unbroken .
It is my view , consequently, that in [our performances of] the sacrificial rite
of a distant land it is appropriate to be consonant with rites for the Four
Directions." 131
In 1430 , Pak was more forthright in his recommendation of the use of
E and A , simply stating that they “ were the keys which the ancients used
in sacri fÌ ces to the Four Directions and sages" 132 (italics mine). Later in
the same passage he suggests that the rites for Spirits of Agriculture , of
Sericulture , and of Elements and Grain should employ the same keys as the
rite for Confucius. 133
Pak Yûn ’s recommendations were approved and evidently put into effect ,
since the prescribed key schemes in both the 1474 Kukcho orye sδrye and
1493 Akhak kwebðm match his proposals ,134 with the usual exception of the
keys for the Royal Ancestral Shrine. As already mentioned several times ,
130

131
132
133
134

Sejoπ9 137.25b- 27b. This is further supported by key specifications
and other Chinese sourccs.
Sejong 32.11b (1426/4).
Sejoη9 47.11a (1430/2).
Sejong 47.11ab (1430/2).
K ukcho orye s δry e 1. 6b- 9a and Akhak kw ebóm 2.16b- 18b.

in Yuanshi 69.1738- 1742

깨

the music in that rite was converted by King Sejo from aak to hyangak, but
d uring the earlier reign of Sejong , aak in the appropriate keys of AU and
E I1 was used . 135 Chart 10 summarizes the keys used in internal sections of
sacrificial ri tes.

Categorν

Rite

Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain Heavenly

Terrace Key Courtyard
D I1

C

Land and Grain

Earthly

B

D

Royal Ancestors

Human

E I1

A~

Agriculture

Human

A

E

Sericulture

Human

A

E

Elements and Grain

Human

A

E

Confucius

Human

A

E

Ke ν

Chart 10: Keys in Internal Sections

,

For the keys to be used in the opening section of a rite Welcoming the
Spirits , the Koreans turned once again to the Zhouli. Judging from the
Korean practice as shown in fifteenth-century sources , they interpreted the
following passage as specifying a series of modes: 136
If the music is [in the modes] E I1 is fa ‘ C is la ‘ D is do ‘ and E is rc , ... whell
the music is relldcred six times , heavellly spirits will all descend , and the rite can
be performed.
If the m삐c is [in the modes] G is fa , D is la , E is do , and A is re , ... when
the music is rendered eight times , earthly spirits will all emerge , and the rite can
be performed.
If the music is [in the modes] C is fa , ÐI1 is la , Ð is do , and B is re , ... when
the music is rendered nille times. hur뻐I spirits [come forth] ‘ and the rite can be
performed.
13 ’

‘ Pak Yón recommended thcse keys twice, getting approval both times.

136

Sejong 147.1a- 2b also
records a set of texts for sacrificial rites ‘ specifying these two keys for the Royal Ancestral
Shrine.
Zho'uli 22 7a. Historically. there have been rnany ways of explaining this passage. One interpretation different frOlll this one is found in the standard translation of Zhouli , Biot 1851:11 ,3435. The fift eenth- century Koreans gave the passage a clear. concrete meaning rather than a
foggy , philosophical one.
,
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Pak Yõn first confronted the question of keys for Welcoming the Spirits
in a 1426 memorial: “ For the Sacrifice to Confucius , clearly, the Dasheng
yu ep μ provides authority, but there is nothing to rely on for all the other
sacrificial rites."137 In 1430 , Pak quoted selectively from the above Zhouli
passage , giving only the first 치node" in each of the three groups of four ,
together with the number of “ renditions" (pyðn) :138
For the music in Welcoming the Spirits , there is something appropriate for each
category. Sacrifices to heavenly spirits should use EÞ , six renditions. That is , as
the Zhouli says , “ When the music is rendered six times 、 heavenly spirits will all
descend , and the rite can be pcrformed." Sacrifices to earthly spirits should use G ,
eight renditions. That is ‘ as the Zhouli says , “ When the music is rendered eight
times , earthly spirits will all emerge, and the rite can be perfonned ." Sacrifices to
human spirits should use C , nine renditions. That is ‘ as the Zfw-uli says “‘ When
the music is rendered nine times ‘ human spirits [come forth]. and the rite can be
performed."
In outline , Pak ’s proposal was as shown in Chart 11:

Keν

Renditions

Rites

EÞ

6

Wind , Clouds , Thunder and Rain

G

8

Land and Grain
Royal Ancestral Shrine
Confucius

C

Agriculture

9

Sericulture
Elements and Grain
Chart 11: Pak Yõn ’s 1430 Proposal for Welcoming the Spirits
The next record we have of Pak Yõn working with this problem is a
retrospective submission dating from 144 l. 139 In this memorial he tackles the
more complex question of the other three “ modes" in each group of four as
set forth in the Zhouli passage. His reconciliation of Korean preferences with
137

Sejong

138

Sejong

139

Sejong

32.12a (1426/4).
47.11b (1430/ 2) . The rest of the mcmorial is translated in Provine 1977:329- 335.
92.2b (1441/1).
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classical authority is a matter of compounded modal mutation. First of all ,
he cites the names of the “ modes" (i f that is what they are) of the Zho μli not
strictly according to the original text , but in a significantly different form .140
Thus , what had been “ C is la" (huangzhong zhi jue , Korean hwangjong chi
kak) in Zhouli is given as “laofC" (huaηgzhong jue , Kor. hwangjong kak). In
other words , what had been a la-mode which cadences on the note C which
is the la degree of a fa-scale (fa therefore being AÞ) , became a la-mode in
which the scale is the fa-scale on C , with cadences on the la degree (i.e . E):
“ C is la": AÞ BÞ C D EÞ F G (cadences on C)
“ la of C" : C D E Fü G A B (cadences on E)
For fa- modes , that is , the first in each group of four in the Zhouli , this
change of terminology makes no difference , since the nomenclature coincides
in the case of fa- modes. But for the other three modes , as just shown , the
change can be considerable.
Precedent for Pak Yõn ’s particular confusion of terminology may be
found in Lin Yu ’s Dasheπ9 yuepu of 1349 , in which the modal labels are
given in the “is" - form , but the music itself shows the labels to be erroneous
unless “of" is substituted for “is" . Pak was therefore not alone in taking this
step , but his next move cannot be so justified. Only fa- modes were considered acceptable for aak in Korea , because a final cadence on any scale degree
other than fa would introduce disorder into the tonal hierarchy associated
with proper social orde r. 141 Both “ C is la" and “ la of C" , discussed above ,
would therefore be unacceptable in Korean aak because both cadence on la
(the “ people" note) rather than fa (the “ ruler" note) , placing “ people" into
a position of greater importance than “ ruler" .
Pak evidently decided that the solution to interpreting the modal prescriptions in the Zhouli for Korean use lay in taking the cadential pitch
implied by the basic label of the mode and using it as the fa note of a new
fa-mode. Thus , for example , where the Zhouli says “ Cü is la" , Pak and Lin
Yu both take the mode to mean “ la of DÞ" , which cadences on F (the la
degree of a fa-scale on DÞ)j Pak ’s remarkable further step was to take the
cadential note F to be fa in a new fa- mode. In Pak ’s version , the cadential
pitch is the same as in the basic mode , but it is fa instead of la , and hence
the proper associations of the tonal hierarchy are not disordered. The three
forms of this example are as follows:

140

On the meaning and nomenclature of these modes , see Provine 1988:146-- 156.

141

For explanation , see Provine 1988:156- 157 , 162 、 and 169.
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“ C~

is la" : A

B

C~

D~

F~

E

G~

(cadences on C~ )

“ la of D I1" : D I1 E I1 F G A I1 B I1 C (cadences on F)
“ fa of F": F G A B C D E (cadences on F)
Following on from this feat of imaginative theorizing , Pak Yõn shows
how the music in each specified mode is to be performed a certain number of
times , the totals adding up to the numbers given in the Zhouli text. Though
Pak does not cite a source for his counting , his interpretation is corroborated
by Lin Yu ’s Dasheng yuepu and the Yuanshi. 142 Pak ’s scheme is shown in
Chart 12.
For the closing section of a sacrificial rite , Ushering Out the Spirits , Pak
proposes a single piece in the basic fa- mode for the appropriate type of spirit ,
played only once through (that is , one “rendition") :143

Heavenly spirits: fa

뻐~，

1 tim

Eart hly spirits:

fa of G , 1 time

Human spirits:

fa of C , 1 time I

Chart 13: Modes for Ushering Out the Spirits
The 1493 Akhak kweb δm carefully retraces this process of modal transformation , complete with a statement of the correct meanings of the three
modallabels , though without giving any credit to Pak Yõn. 144 By that time ,
at least , the Koreans clearly understood the history and Theory behind the
several interpretations of the mode names in the Zhouli , and they recognized
the fa-mode version of Pak Yõn as being current practice , making no further attempt to reform or authenticate the modes for sacrificial rites. In
the Welcoming the Spirits section of the present-day Sacrifice to Confucius
(Sðkchðn) , the same set of fa-modes proposed by Pak is still to be heard .145
Given the remarkable amount of historical research , ritual context , and
theoretical investigation evidenced by the preceding discussions , it may come
as something of a disappointment that the actual music used in sacrificial
rites seems to have come down to only two short pieces , as 1 have explained
142
143
44

145

S ejong 137.25ab and Yuaπs hi 69 passim.
Sejong 92.2b (1441(1) and 47.12a (1430(2)
Akhak kw e b δm 1. 22a- 23a.

Provine 1975:60 , and Kungnip kugagwõn 1981:63.
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For heavenly spirits:
fa of DU

2 times

la of C , that is , fa of E

2 times

do of D , that is , fa of A 1 time
re of E , that is , fa of Db 1 time
6 “ rendi tions"

Total:
For earthly spirits:

2 times

fa of G

la of D , that is , fa of FU 2 times
do of E , that is , fa of B 2 times
re of A , that is , fa of FU 2 times
8 “ renditions"

Total:
For human spirits:
fa of C

3 times

la of C" , that is , fa of F 2 times
do of D , that is , fa of A 2 times
re of B , that is , fa of

G~

2 times
9 “ renditions"

Total:

Chart 12: Modes for Welcoming the Spirits
elsewhere. 146 One piece , in various transpositions , was used for all the ritual
sections except Ushering Out the Spirits , and that section used the second
piece. A look at Charts 10 , 12 , and 13 shows that the first piece was required
in all twelve possible tonal centres , and that the second was needed in only
three. Notation of these fifteen fa-mode items is precisely how the definitive
1474 Kukcho orye sδrye and 1493 Akhak kweb δm record the music necessary
for sacrificial rites. 147 Precisely the same two pieces are st i1l performed at the
46
147

Provine 1988:164- 166.

Kukcho orye sõrye 1. 5b- 6b and Akh a. k kwebδm 2.15b- 16b.
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Sacrifice to Confucius today.
IV. CIVIL AND MILITARY DANCES
Each sacrificial rite which had music also had two groups of forty-eight
dancers each: one group performed the Civil Dance (이Munmu
the Military Dance (Mμmμ).14 8 The Civil Dance was used together with
the Terrace or Courtyard Ensemble in three of the earlier sections of the rite:
Welcoming the Spirits , Offering of Tribute , and First Wine Offering. Between
the First and Middle Wine Offerings , the Civil Dance group departed and
were replaced by the Military Dance group; the Courtyard Ensemble played a
piece of instrumental music called Sðan chi kok [Music of Comfortable Peace]
during the change of personne l. The Military Dance was then performed only
during the Middle and Final Wine Offerings , as summarized in Chart 14.
Section

Ensemble

Welcoming the Spirits

Courtyard Civil

Offering of Tribute

Terrace

Offering of Sacrificial Food

Courtyard (no dance)

First Wine Offering

Terrace

Change of Dancers

Dance

Civil

Civil

Courtyard ( change)

Middle and Final Wine Offerings Courtyard Military
Removing the Vessels

Terrace

(no dance)

Ushering Out the Spirits

Courtyard (no dance)

Chart 14: Ensembles and Dances in Sacrificial Rites
Chen Yang ’s Yueshu (Treatise on Music) , used by the Koreans as an
authority in formulating their Courtyard and Terrace Ensembles , was also
a guide for their dance groups. Chen discusses statements in the Confucian classics which relatè to dance , explaining that the dancers are Strictly
organized by rank and file . Each file (삐 [Chinese lie ]) has eight dancers ,
corresponding to the eight sonorous materials , while the number of dancers
in a rank (il [Chinese 때 ) varies , like the arrangement of bell- chime sets in a
148 More formal names were , respectively,

Y õlrnun chi rnu

갱
A
4
•

and

Sornu chi rnu.

Courtyard Ensemble , according to the status of the celebrant: eight for the
son of heaven , six for a duke , four for local officials , and two for a gentleman. 149 Since the Korean king was ritually a “ duke" of the Chinese empire ,
Korean sacrificial rites had six dancers in each rank and eight in each file , for
a total of forty -eight. During the performance of a sacrificial rite , the active
dance group was positioned in the courtyard of the shrine or a 1tar , between
the two musical ensembles.
Figure 11 shows the Korean Civil and Military Dance groups for the
Sacrifice to the Spirits of Land and Grain (Sajik) as depicted in the 1474
K ukcho orye sðrye. 150 The Civil Dances for all the other sacrificial rites are
identical except that , like the Terrace and Courtyard Ensembles , they face
north rather than south .151 Each dancer held a bamboo flute called yak in
his left hand and a stylized wooden dragon ’s head called u in the righ t. 152
Positioned in front of the dancers are two large banners , tuk , used to lead
the dancers' procession in and out of the shrine or altar courtyard. 153
The Military Dance is somewhat more complex. As in the Civil Dance ,
there are forty-eight dancers , but each holds a small shield (kan) in his left
hand and a small battleaxe (ch 값) in his right. 154 In front of the dancers are
two tufted standards (chðng) which precede the dancers' processions in and
out of the courtyard. 155 To the left and right of the dancers are two groups
of four musical instruments each (four bells on the right , four percussion
instruments on the left) , used both in the processions and to support the
dance cadence. 156
During the brief Korean Empire (1897- 1910) , the change in status of the
Korean monarch from king to emperor was reflected symbolically in a change
of the number of dance ranks from six to eight , so that both dance groups
had sixty-four dancers. The present-day Sacrifice to Confucius still uses the
imperial sixty-four rather than a duke ’ s forty-eight.
149

Yue3hu 165.3a and 17 1. 7b- 9b.

150

K ukcho orye

3 δry e

1. 93a.

151

K ukcho orye

3 δry e

1. 96a.

152

Illustrated in Kukcho ory e 3ðrye 1. 90a.

153

K ukcho orye

154

Kukcho o'rye 3ðrye 1. 90a.
Kukcho orye 3ðrye 1. 85b.

155
156

3 δry e

1. 86b.

Descriptions of the illstruments are given in Kukcho orye 3 δry e 1. 87a- 89b and Akhak kweb δm
6.24b- 27b , A brief explanation of performing technique is given in Akhak kw e b δm 6.25a.
The l1 ames of the four bclls are taken fro ll1 Zltouli 12.9ab which relates them to a military
dance , and three of the other instrume l1 ts are mentioned il1 Zhouli 24.2b; the last instrument
is named in the L ηi 11.8a.
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Figure 11: Civil Dance [right] and Military Dance [left]
V. HYMN TEXTS
Appropriate hymn texts (akchang) were provided for the singers in the
Terrace Ensemble for every ritual section in which the Terrace Ensemble
performed: the Offering of Tribute , First Wine Offering , and Removing the
Vessels. In the First Wine Offering , a different text was supplied for each
primary spirit served: in the Sacrifice to the Spirit of Sericulture (Sδnjam) ，
for example , only a single spirit wa.s honoured , and the First Wine Offering
had a single text. In the Sacrifice to the Spirits of the Elements and of Grain
( Usa) , on the other hand , a separate hymn text wa.s provided for each of the
six spiri ts served.
Recognizing the essential character of the Terrace Ensemble as vocal and
that of the Courtyard Ensemble as instrumental , the Koreans were straightforward in their use of texts: “ The Courtyard Ensemble lacks texts; the
Terrace Ensemble h a.s texts" .157 The Korean practice , however logical and
clear-cut , wa.s a departure from certain Chinese precedents which the Koreans knew well: texts are provided for all musical sections (those using either
the Courtyard or Terrace ensemble) in Lin Yu ’s Dasheng yuepu [Collection
157

K ukcho orye

s δry e

1. 5b.

%

of Dasheπ9 MusicJI58 and , typically, in the large hymn text collections of the
Chinese standard histories. Even the Korean practice was not always consistent: texts for Welcoming the Spirits , and Middle and Final Offerings (that
is , Courtyard Ensemble sections) were added to the Royal Ancestral Shrine
( Chongr때 0) ceremony in 1433. 159
In following the recommendations ofthe very conservative authority Chen
Yang , the Koreans created a Courtyard Ensemble with no singers. It is easy
to demonstrate , however , that some Chinese imperial Courtyard Ensembles
did include singers , as they did in the time of the Dash eπ9 music of emperor Huizong of Northern Song (reigned 1100- 1125) .160 Since the Koreans
often turned to Huizong for music , instruments , and other precedents , it is
somewhat curious that this situation arose. 161
The Orye ~때iu [Five Ri tes] of 1415 includes no hymn texts for sacrificial
rites. Various closely interrelated sets of texts are preserved in the A ππ als of
King Sejong , the Kμ kcho orye sðrye of 1474 , and the Akhak kwebðm of 1493 ,
as well as in numerous later sources up to the Chungbo Munhðn pigo [Expanded Edition of the Koreaπ Encyclopedia 0/ Documents and Institutions]
of 1908. 162 Individual additions and revisions , such as that mentioned above
for the Royal Ahcestral Shrine , are recorded here and there in the Annals.
The structure of hymn texts used in aak was absolutely rigid: eight lines
of four syllables each , for a total of thirty- two syllables. The melodies of aak
were similarly rigid in their length of thirty-two notes , and it was possible ,
in theory, to set syllabically any hymn text to any of the melodies. In fact ,
as already mentioned above , the practice in Korea was to use a single pair
of melodies for all the sacrificial rites , and the texts were simply altered to
suit the particular rite being performed .
The authors of all the hymn texts cannot be identified with complete
certainty, as admitted by the compilers of the Chungbo Munhðπ pzgo: “ As
to the hymn texts for the various state sacrificial rites: those now found in
the Kukcho orye 파 163 and Akhak kwebðm were compiled partly in the reign
ofT ’aejo and partly in that of Sejong , but the compilers are not named and
158
159

137.25a- 27b.
59.3ab (1433/1) and 62.30a (1433/12) , the latter recording the full texts. To my
knowledge , these texts are not lllentioned again in the Sejong period , and texts for these
sections are not included after King Sejo ‘ 5 later reforms.

160

Songshi 129.3014- 3015.

161

On the Koreans' interest in D ω he π9 music , see Provine 1988 , chapter V.
Sejong 147.1a-6b , Kukcho orye s δrye 1. 6b-9a [on the printing error in thcse pages , see Provine
1988:165n20] , Akhak kweb δm 2.16b- 18b , and Chiingbo Munhðn pigo 98- 100.
Actually Kμ kcho orye sðrye as in previous note.

162

163

Sejong
Sejong
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we could not identify them." 164
The texts for the Sacrifice to Confucius , at least , were taken from Lin
Yu ’s Dasheng yuepu of 1349 and are therefore Chinese in origin. Lin ’s texts ,
in turn , are the same as those of the early twelfth- century Dasheng Institute
recorded in the Songshi/ 65 with the addition of two texts for two disciples elevated in 1267. The extra two , together with all the earlier ones , are recorded
in the Yuanshi.166 In none of these sources are any authors identified.
All the other hymn texts used in Korean state sacrificial rites would
appear to be of Korean authorship ,lG7 and tentative identification of the
authors is possible.
In 1395 , the O ffi. ce of Sacrificial Rites (Pongsangsi) made a petition which
was approved by king T ’aeJo: “We have already revised the hymn texts for
the Royal Ancestral Shrine (κκ
α
c.'ho
Land and Grain (So"
때.JZ파k
꾀싸
)，’ Heaven (Wðnν’ψL샤)， and Confucius (Sδkchðn) which
still follow the old system should also be rewritten ." 168 This petition makes
it clear that certain texts for the Royal Ancestral Shrine , that is , for the four
primary ancestors of the still- ruling King T ’aejo , had already been written.
In 1397 , the celebrated o ffi. cial and neo-Confucian thinker Kwon Kiín
(1352- 1409) took credit for having written the Royal Ancestral Shrine texts .169
Kwon ’s prominence and known association with the Royal Ancestral Shrine
texts make it possible that he also provided those then needed for the Sacrifice to Spirits of Land and Grain. l7O It is of little consequence whether he
supplied texts for the Sacrifice to Heaven , since the rite was abolished in
141 1.
Late in 1401 , the Board of Rites ( κ'jo) presented a petition which was
approved by King T ’aeJong: “ The Sacrifices to the Spirit of Agriculture
(Chðkchðn [i.e . Sðnnong]) and the Spirit of Sericulture (Sðnjam) lack hymn
texts , and this wiU not do. We request that you order the o ffi. ce to write
164

Chungbo Mu η h ð n pigo 100.2a.
165 Songshi 137.3236- 3238.
166
Yμ ansh i 69.1738- 1743.
167
None of the texts are to bc found in the text collections of the standard Chinese dynastic
histories.
168 T ’ aejo 8.13b (1395/11) .
169
T’ aejo 12.11a (1397/12) .
170
The texts for this sacrifice recorded in Sejong 147.1a‘ unlike the other ritual texts given there ‘
were modified substantially to produce the latcr versions preserved in Kukcho orye s δrye
1. 6b- 7a and Akhak kw eb6m 2.17ab. The abs‘mce of separatc First Wille Offering texts for
each honoured spirit in the earlier version suggest a time of origin in keeping with Kwón KUll ’s
putative authorship.
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them." 171 It is again possible that the prestigious and experienced K won
K iín was chosen to prepare them.
Four years after K won ’s death in 1409 , a need for hymn texts again
arose , as a result of the elevation of the Sacrifice to Spirits of Wind , Clouds ,
Thunder , and Rain (Pμngunπ oeu) from a Small Ri te (which lacked music and
texts) to a Medium Ri te (which required them).172 Although the chronicle
portion of the A nnals remains silent on the matter of appropriate texts , the
O때 e i1 iju of 1415 prescribes music for the rite. 173 The texts (including First
Wine Offering texts for the associated Mountains and Streams , Sanch ’ðn, and
Tutelary Spirit , Sðnghwang) which survive in later sources are also recorded
in the collected works of Pyon Kyeryang (1369-1430) ,114 a famous official
often cited in the A πnals in connection with ritual matters.
Soon after , in 1414 , the altar for the Spirits of the Elements and of Grain
(Usa) was first constructed , and (Medium) sacrificial rites were performed.175
The Annals make no mention of the texts at this time , but a Medium Ri te
would have required them. Pyõn Kyeryang , owing to his prominence and
experience , might well have been chosen to write them. We do know that
both King T ’aejong and King Sejong praised Pyõn ’s ability in writing hymn
texts. 176
Hymn texts for the Royal Ancestral Shrines were unique in being gradually supplemented , each text being written after the death of the person to
be honoured. The first four , for the ancestors of the first king , T ’ aeJo , were
discussed above and attributed to Kwon Kiín. The Annals do not name
the author of the three remaining texts that were used during the reign of
King Sejong: that for T ’aejo was prepared in 1410 , the one for Chõngjong
in 1421 , and the one for T'aejong in 1424.177 The last of these is described
171
172

T ’aejong 2.27ab (1401/12).
T ’aeJoπ9 25.20b (1413/4) . This rite was a Small Rite in Koryδ ， and consequently no music
is m entioned in its ritual program in Koryð3a 63 .1a- 5b.

173

S ejong 130.16b- 19a.

174

Pyon Kyeryang 1825:4.24 b- 25a. Out of the five full texts preserved in this book , only three
lines do not agree with the final versiolls; however , some interchanging of sections did occur.
Pyon provided texts for We1coming the Spirits and Ushering Out the Spirits in addition to
three for the First Wine Offering. His t ext for We1coming the Spirits came to be used , with
slight modification in three lines , for Offering of Tribute , a nd his text for Ushering Out the
Spirits was used ullaltered for Removing the Vessels. Hymn texts for the Sacrifice to the Spirit
of Sericulture are also included in this work (4.25a- 26a) , but these are entirely distinct from
thc texts actually adopted for use .

175

T"aejong 27.32b , 33a, 34a , and 36b (1414/5).

176

S ej ong 2.14a (1 418/11) .

17π7 T'’'a 텅
e:jong 때
2 0.7a (1410이/7) ，’ Se텅)01πtg 14.16a (1421/12낀) ，’ and ‘S 씬e:j앙’ong 24.14a (1424/5히). The texts
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as coming from the Office of Royal Decrees (Yemun'gψ an). Pyon Kyeryang
was a member of this office at all three dates , and its director at the last , so
his authorship of all three texts is a distinct possibility.
Chart 15 summarizes this di싱 cussion of hymn text date and authorship .

Rite

Date

Author

Confucius

ca. 1110 Unknown

Royal Ancestral Shrine:
Four ancestors of T ’aeJo

ca. 1395 Kwon Kun

Land and Grain

1395

Kwon Kun?

Agriculture

1401

Kwon Kun?

Sericulture

1401

Kwon Kun?

Wind , Clouds , Thunder , and Rain

1413

Pyon Kyeryang

Elements and Grain

1414

Pyon Kyeryang?

T ’aeJo

1410

Pyon Kyeryang?

Chongjong

1421

Pyon Kyeryang?

T ’aejong

1424

Pyon Kyeryang?

Royal Ancestral Shrine:

Chart 15: Hymn Texts

are given in full in these entries.
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Prohibitions of Sacrificial Rites and M usic
Sacrificial rites were auspicious and essentially happy events , and music
is sometimes said to provide pleasure. In a strict Confucian environment ,
therefore , it would be unseemly behaviour to perform such rites in times of
mourning. According to the “ Mourning Ri tes" (Hyung째 e) section in the
1451 part of the Orye i1 ijU: 178
Sacrificial rites are discontinued from the death [of the king] up to Cholgok [a
ceremony performed about six months after the death]: all Great , Medium , and
Small Rites are Mscontinued , with the exception of the Sacrifice to Spirits of Land
and Grain (Sajik) , which is performed after the corpse is coffined in the mortuary
[i.e. the fifth day after death]. If the death of the queen or the king s mother
occurs first , then after the king removes his mourning clothes , the sacrificial rites
are performed as usual. Music is prohibit~d for three years [after the death of a
king], with the exception of the Sacrifice tf 3pi따s of Land and Grain after Cholgok.
1n the case of death of the queen or the king ‘ s mother , all the sacrificial rites use
music after Cholgok.
‘

The prohibition of music for “ three years" was more precisely during the
period up to a ceremony in which normal clothes are first worn by the (new)
king , that is , twenty-seven months after the death. 179
Periods of musical prohibition in Korea resulted not only from deaths
in the Korean royal line , but also from those in the imperial line in China
(Korea being a ritual “ duke" of the empire). 1 have not yet been able to
investigate the latter prohibitions in detail , but it can be reported that , for
example , in 1435 the Sacrifice to Confucius was performed in Korea on the
wrong day, owing to the death of the emperor Xuanzong. 180
Understanding the system of musical and sacrificial rite prohibitions is
important for this study because it allows one to establish periods of musical vacuum in state ceremonies during the history of the Choson dynasty.
In fact , the prohibitions may have been a major factor in the timing and
results of the musical reforms carried out under Sejong , who was known to
not merely have an interest in music , but even to be musically talented. The
absence of musical references in the A nnals early in his reign might appear to
suggest , however , that he took little interest in musical matters between his
enthronement in 1418 and significant musical events in 1424. But the real
reason for the dearth of material is probably the prohibitions: Chongjong
178

179
180

Sejong 134.10b. The system of prohibitiollS dates from much earlier than 1451 , as shown by
a nearly identical statement in Sejong 8.18b (1420/7).
Scjong 134.15b.
Sejong 67.13 11. (1435/2) and further discussion in 86.9ab (1439/7). Xuanzong died in the first
month of 1435.

폈

died in 1419 , Sejong ’s mother in 1420 , and T'aejong in 1422 , so the prohibitions would have afforded Sejong little opportunity to consider musical
matters until the end of 1424. That he was keen to have music performed
is evidenced by his discussions in 1420 on the possibility of playing music
even during a prohibited period. l8l Were it not for these prohibitions , the
reconstruction of ritual music whose effects have been felt throughout the
succeeding five centuries might well have taken place closer to 1420 than to
1430. Had that been the case , the influential theorist Pak Yon would have
been too junior an official to play a significant role in the musical reforms ,
and the final outcome might well have been quite different.
Conclusions
1 have tried in the preceding pages to present the general scheme of state
sacrificial rites in the early Choson dynasty, together with details of how
music was fitted into the ritual programme . The system was complex , but
in most ways essentially logicaL It paid respect to earlier Chinese written
authority, as good Confucian scholarship should , but it also took account of
the practicalities of the Korean circumstances of the time . The workability of
the resulting system is demonstrated by the fact that it survived with little
modification of substance through the remammg centuries of the Choson
dynasty and may still be observed in action today.
The Sacrifice to Confucius , a.s 1 suggested at the beginning of this paper ,
was exceptional: its formal m u. sic titles were unique , while all the other
sacrificial rites shared in a general scheme; its texts were imported from
China , while all the others were written in Korea; and nearly all of the 123
human spirits honoured were Chinese rather than Korean . At the end of
the dynasty, the dance groups were enlarged from forty-eight to sixty-four.
The present -d ay Sacrifice to Confucius retains the sixty-four dancers (one
group rather than two) , honours or내 thirty-nine spirits (eighteen of whom
are Korean) , and uses Terrace and Courtyard Ensembles much diminished in
size from the ariginal fifteenth- century prescriptions. 182 The survival of this
rite is important and informative , but one must be cautious in using it as a
basis for generalization about state sacrificial rites in Choson.
In the fifteenth century, when Korean aak was in its golden age , the
performance of a state sacrificial rite would have presented an awesome sight
and sound. Each performance of a Great or Medium Rite required over 250
musicians and dancers , an imposing undertaking by any standard .
181

S ejong 9.34b (1420 / 9) , 10.1ab and 3b (1420/10) . and 1 1.l a (1421 / 1).

182

For a sketch of the changcs in these enscmblcs during the Chosõn pcriod , see Proville 1986.
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